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Abstract 

Recent developments in the Web termed ‘Web 2.0’ or ‘Social Web’ have brought 
up new user-generated content and metadata resources in the form of Wikis and 
blogs as well as social tagging and bookmarking applications, and they 
transformed the Web into an efficient channel for knowledge diffusion. At the 
same time W3C, bringing order and structure to the Web, has initiated Linked 
Open Data (LOD) movement. LOD is a community effort that motivates people 
to publish their information in a structured way. These new developments of the 
Web have profound effects regarding how we create, diffuse and consume 
knowledge and hence need to be researched.  

This work intends to probe the applications and opportunities for the 
diffusion of knowledge on the Web. The thesis makes contributions in four areas:  

1) Collaborative knowledge creation and diffusion in Wikis  

2) Measuring knowledge diffusion using tags and bookmarks 

3) Expertise mining and visualization in scientific communities 

4) Accelerating knowledge discovery through simplified, user-
friendly keyword search interface of LOD 

The initial parts of the dissertation describe basic concepts, elaborate the 
state of the art, and outline the challenges for creation and diffusion of knowledge 
in open and collaborative Web applications. The subsequent parts propose new 
approaches and techniques. The thesis proposed and provided a prototypical 
implementation of new content aggregation and personalization features in Wikis, 
using a novel sub-document content tagging approach. The effectiveness of 
tagging and bookmarking was shown by rating and measuring diffusion. The 
interlinking of digital scientific resources with social digital libraries provided the 
means of discovering related resources and newly evolving fields and concepts. A 
multifaceted approach of mining the expertise was able to rank more accurately 
the experts for scientific knowledge systems. This system is being used by the 
administration of the digital “Journal of Universal Computer Science”. At the end 
this work implemented a simplified search interface and keyword-based search 
mechanism for Linked Open Data which will remove the semantic query 
requirement and present the information in more logical aggregation. This can 
enhance global discovery across LOD data sets and hence will advance diffusion 
of Knowledge. 
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Kurzfassung 

Jüngste Entwicklungen im Web, die als "Web 2.0" oder "Social Web" bezeichnet 
werden, haben neue benutzergenerierte Inhalte in Form von Wikis und Blogs 
sowie soziale Tagging- und Bookmarking-Anwendungen hervorgebracht und das 
Web in einen effizienten Kanal für die Diffusion von Wissen verwandelt. 
Gleichzeitig hat das W3C, um Ordnung und Struktur ins Web zu bringen, die 
“Linked Open Data” (LOD) Bewegung initiiert. LOD ist ein 
Gemeinschaftsprojekt, das die Menschen motiviert, ihre Informationen in 
strukturierter Weise zu veröffentlichen. Diese neuen Entwicklungen im Web 
haben tiefgreifende Auswirkungen darauf, wie wir Wissen erstellen, verteilen und 
konsumieren, und müssen daher erforscht werden.  

Diese Arbeit beabsichtigt, die Anwendungen und Möglichkeiten für die 
Diffusion von Wissen im Web zu sondieren. Die Arbeit leistet Beiträge in vier 
Bereichen: 

1) Gemeinschaftliche Wissenserstellung und -diffusion in Wikis 
2) Messung der Diffusion von Wissen mit Hilfe von Tags und Bookmarks 
3) Erkennung und Visualisierung von Expertise in wissenschaftlichen 

Communities 
4) Beschleunigung der Wissenserschließung durch vereinfachte und 

benutzerfreundliche stichwortbasierte Suchschnittstellen zu LOD 
Die ersten Teile der Dissertation beschreiben die grundlegenden 

Konzepte, erläutern den aktuellen Stand der Forschung und beschreiben die 
Herausforderungen für die Schaffung und Diffusion von Wissen in offenen und 
kollaborativen Web-Anwendungen. Die nachfolgenden Teile beschreiben neue 
Ansätze und Techniken. Die Arbeit lieferte eine prototypische Implementierung 
neuer Features zur Aggregierung und Personalisierung von Inhalten in Wikis mit 
einem neuartigen Ansatz, um einzelne Teile eines Dokuments zu taggen. Die 
Wirksamkeit von Tagging und Bookmarking wurde durch Bewertung und 
Messung der Diffusion gezeigt. Die Vernetzung von digitalen wissenschaftlichen 
Ressourcen mit sozialen digitalen Bibliotheken lieferte die Mittel, um verwandte 
Ressourcen und neue, sich entwickelnde Felder und Konzepte zu entdecken. Ein 
mehrdimensionaler Ansatz zur Erkennung von Expertise ermöglichte eine 
genauere Reihung der Experten für wissenschaftliche Wissenssysteme. Dieses 
System wird von der Verwaltung der digitalen Fachzeitschrift “Journal of 
Universal Computer Science” eingesetzt. Zum Schluss entwickelte diese Arbeit 
eine vereinfachte Suchoberfläche und einen stichwortbasierten Suchmechanismus 
für Linked Open Data, der eine semantische Abfrage überflüssig macht und 
Informationen in einer logischen Aggregation präsentiert. Dies kann zu einer 
verbesserten Wissenserschließung über LOD-Datensätze hinweg führen und 
damit die Diffusion von Wissen vorantreiben. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Knowledge being the primary catalyst for economic and social development the 
diffusion of knowledge holds an important role in the creation and distribution of 
knowledge boons. This high potential of knowledge to transform economies and 
societies attracted the interest of researchers towards understanding the dynamics 
of its diffusion. Understanding the diffusion of knowledge leads to more efficient 
strategies for all stake-holders interested in the dissemination of this valued asset.  

Knowledge diffuses through channels. These channels may be the paper 
based publishing, networks, mass media or Internet. Recently, the explosive 
growth of the Internet and bandwidth has triggered new evolutions in the World 
Wide Web leading to the provision of ‘the fast lanes of information and 
knowledge flows’. The focus of this dissertation is to research the collaborative 
and participatory applications of the WWW for knowledge diffusion. During the 
course of this research prototype applications are built as the proof of the 
proposed concept.  

This chapter provides a short description of knowledge diffusion terms 
and related concepts. Then it gives an account of the current challenges in the 
efficient diffusion of knowledge on the Web. Furthermore, it describes the 
objective motivations and contributions of the thesis. 

This chapter is divided in five sections. The first section describes the 
terminologies used in this work. The second section gives a note on objective 
motivations. Third section provides a brief overview of the research trends and 
challenges. Contributions of the thesis are discussed in the fourth section. In the 
last section thesis structure is presented. 

1.1  A Note on Terminology 

This section explain basic terminology related to this work 

ChapterChapterChapterChapter    

1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
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1.1.1 Knowledge 

The vagueness in the use of term knowledge and its different modalities along 
with the dynamic and fluid nature of knowledge has created a ‘semantic and 
taxonomic’ fog [Cowan et al, 2000]. Regarding properties of its diffusion, 
knowledge is mainly classified in two types. Polany calls them tacit knowledge 
and explicit knowledge. According to Polany, “…tacit knowledge is what is in 
our heads and explicit knowledge is what we have codified”. [Polanyi, 1976] 
[Molapo, 2007] 

As the tacit knowledge is knowledge that resides in heads the easiest and 
the only way to disseminate this type of knowledge is through personal 
interactions and depends upon the holder of the knowledge. The second type of 
knowledge is explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge ‘has been or can be 
articulated, codified and stored in certain media’ [Hoffmann, 2008]. Explicit 
knowledge is organized and structured. It is available in documents, databases, 
training videos and other traditional knowledge sharing channels like in the World 
Wide Web. 

There are some other discussions too in the literature, like knowledge vs. 
information or data, but we do not intend to refer to that ongoing discussion. 
Within the scope of our work we agree with [Sorenson and Singh, 2006] that 
"science ... appears to facilitate the codification of knowledge” and this 
codification of scientific knowledge along with its open availability on the Web 
are considered to be a major cause of its rapid diffusion. As the knowledge is 
inherently non-rivalrous, the amount of codified knowledge is not reduced by its 
consumption. Furthermore, knowledge even grows in value, when consumed, 
allowing the regeneration of codified knowledge. This property of dissemination 
and value relationship establishes the motivation for the knowledge holder to 
diffuse it. 

1.1.2 Knowledge Sharing, Transfer and Diffusion  

From the knowledge management perspective, we can identify three different 
types of knowledge flows (1) knowledge transfer, (2) knowledge sharing and (3) 
knowledge diffusion as shown in Figure1.1 
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Figure 1.1: Knowledge Flows 

With reference to [Puntschart and Tochtermann, 2006], knowledge 
transfer is the uni-directional targeted transfer of knowledge from a sender to a 
recipient. Knowledge sharing is an extension to knowledge transfer, where 
knowledge flows in both directions, from one person to the other. However, apart 
from transfer and sharing, the concept of knowledge diffusion can be described as 
the undercurrent (not directly apparent), flow of knowledge irrespective of the 
direction of flow. Knowledge Diffusion is less specific than directed transfer or 
sharing of knowledge. Its efficiency is more related to ‘the norm of openness’ 
[Sorenson and Singh, 2006].  

1.1.3 Other Diffusion Concepts 

This section provides some other closely related diffusion concepts researched in 
the social, library and health care sciences. 

1.1.3.1 Diffusion of Innovations 

A lot of work has been done on the diffusion of innovation, principally by 
economists, market researchers, and historians. However, innovation has been 
defined in most cases as technology in use, not scientific knowledge. Some 
quantitative work has been done, using measurable features of technology, 
especially statistics for manufacturing, sales, and usage. There is a heavy focus on 
new product development and marketing, as well as economic impact.  

Innovation diffusion, first defined by Rogers (1983) in studies of the 
agricultural extension agent in the 1950s, has most often been used to refer to the 
spread of information about innovations (a particular technology, procedure, or 
organized body of information), resulting in individual adoption of innovative 
practices and procedures. Diffusion of health care practices among physicians and 
other professionals has been the subject of many studies under this topic heading. 
[Backer, 1991] 
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According to [Rogers, 2003] himself "Diffusion is the process by which 
an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the 
members of a social System."  It is also used in the place of Technology diffusion. 

1.1.3.2 Web Information Diffusion 

The phenomenon of document forwarding or transmission between various web 
sites is denoted as Web information diffusion. In other words, documents are 
diffused or transmitted between web sites frequently. Some documents are 
directly copied or forwarded from one web site to another web site without any 
changes, and other documents are forwarded between web sites after minor 
revisions, e.g., addition or deletion of some texts, or rewriting of some sentences. 
[Wan and Yang, 2007] 

There are some other types of diffusion like diffusion of culture as it 
relates to anthropology. 

1.2  Motivation 

The Web was originally conceived and developed as a knowledge and 
information sharing channel between scientists working in different universities 
and institutes all over the world. ‘The basic idea of the WWW was to merge the 
technologies of personal computers, computer networking and hypertext into a 
powerful and easy to use global information system’. The growth of the 
broadband Internet and the scalable architectures transformed the Web into the 
information highway and an efficient medium of knowledge diffusion.  

As the web evolves its purpose and nature of its use are changing. This 
work focuses on the two important evolutions of the Web, Web 2.0 or specifically 
Social Software and Linked Open Data. The thesis will probe the applications and 
opportunities for the diffusion of knowledge on the Web. These evolutions of the 
Web have profound effects regarding how we create, diffuse and consume 
knowledge; hence need to be researched.  

The term Web 2.0, which has attracted a lot of attention in the Internet 
world, has been coined to describe the changes that the Web is currently going 
through [O’Reilly, 2007]. Most of them are caused by the vast growth of the web 
together with the rise of new collaborative technologies, marked under the 
umbrella of Social Software, reaching out for a richer user experience. Web 2.0 is, 
at the same time, a social phenomenon, causing users to interweave their 
communication and interaction processes with the web. 
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Users have continually begun to assemble in new types of online 
communities which are emerging all over the web [Sorenson and Singh, 2006], 
accompanied by changing their traditional role from mainly using the Internet as a 
source of information to actively participating in the content creation process. The 
social phenomenon is enabled by the technical revolution, where new rising 
technologies including content syndication, semantic annotation and richer user 
interfaces like wikis and blogs are tempting social interaction, thus resulting in the 
emergence of new types of collaborative knowledge structures on the web. 

Entry barriers of using the web have been reduced mainly due to, amongst 
others, the radical simplification of interactive user interfaces and easy access to 
huge pools of knowledge. This has changed the way in which the knowledge is 
managed and diffused on the Web. Inspired by these open and collaborative 
trends of Web 2.0 and social software, this thesis proposes that Wikis, Blogs, 
Bookmarking and Tagging systems can provide an ecosystem of scientific 
knowledge creation and diffusion. This work introduces a novel sub-document 
level tagging called selection (or section) tagging. A prototype implementation is 
presented in a wiki environment with personalization plug-in. We also proposed a 
tag based recommendation of related scientific resources from social 
bookmarking service CiteULike1.  

On the other hand, the bulk of the data currently residing on the Web is 
unstructured or semi-structured at best. Therefore, the W3C launched the Linking 
Open Data2 (LOD) movement, a community effort that motivates people to 
publish their information in a structured way3. LOD not only “semantifies” 
different kinds of open data sets, but it also provides a framework for interlinking. 
This framework is based on the rules described by Tim Berners-Lee [Berners-
Lee]. Tim Berners-Lee explains the impact of these semantic technologies will be 
huge ‘An emerging successor to the web, the Semantic Web , will likely 
profoundly change the very nature of how scientific knowledge is produced and 
shared, in ways that we can now barely imagine’. The LOD bears the vision of 
Tim Berners-Lee and has amassed, as of April 2010, about 13 billion RDF triples, 
which are interlinked by around 150 million RDF/OWL links [LDOW 2010]. 
Motivated from this, the thesis makes contributions by simplifying semantic 
search on LOD using keyword search mechanism. This will enhance global 

                                                 

1 www.citeulike.org 
2  http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData 

3 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 
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discovery across distributed scientific knowledge databases and hence will further 
the diffusion of knowledge. 

The potentials of these web initiatives will be discussed in the next 
chapter.  

1.3  Research Trends and Challenges 

The structures and properties of knowledge diffusion in scientific domain have 
been mainly investigated in past by referring to the diffusion of published 
(codified) scientific knowledge. In the conducted empirical studies, citations were 
mainly used as an indicator for the level of diffusion. There are many diffusion 
studies but three major categories of empirical studies regarding citation analysis 
of scientific research can be recognized as : (1) Diffusion in networks (e.g. study 
of co-authorship networks), (2) geographical (e.g. diffusion of knowledge along 
the supply chain across the borders), and (3) technological (e.g. how university 
research results are diffusing to industry) contexts.  

The diffusion study of scientific work provides researchers with an 
understanding of its usage and generates evidence for the impact of research on 
the scientific and economic development from different perspectives.  

The patent citation analysis is used in technology diffusion research as 
indicated in [MacGarvie, 2005][Park and  Park, 2006][Maurseth et al. 2002]  
whereas the academic research citation analysis is used to measure the impact of 
research [Garfield, 1955], as well as, to study the diffusion of knowledge between 
science and technology [Branstetter, 2003]. More recent studies have even 
provided insights of the knowledge flow within blog-networks [Anjewierden et al, 
2005]. They frame a research field dealing with the new forms of social structures 
emerging on the web.  

[Scharnhorst and Wouters,, 2006][Day, 2008] have recommended that in 
addition to studying the diffusion of (codified) scientific knowledge through 
citations, web based indicators may also be encouraged for assessment of 
different aspects of science and technology. Looking into this challenge this work 
tries to find empirical and analytical similarities of citation link structure with web 
based social tagging and bookmarking links and meta-data. Along with this we 
see that tags can also be used for recommending scientific articles to improve 
'browsing experience’ just like references or citations do. We extracted the 
scientific paper specific tags from CiteULike for the whole set of accepted papers 
of WWW06 conference. These tags are the hyperlinks to the set of relevant papers 
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in CiteULike which a user visiting the scientific paper of WWW06 can access by 
clicking on these tags.  

According to [Godwin-Jones, 2003], the purpose of a Wiki site is to 
become a shared repository of knowledge, with the knowledge base growing over 
time. [Kristine et al, 2010] notes that transformation considering the ‘dramatic 
changes in the way that scientific information is collected and disseminated’ due 
to the Web 2.0 user generated content.  

Despite its success in tempting the millions of volunteers, Wikipedia; an 
open and collaborative bottom up authoring system, still suffers the issues like 
credibility of content, vandalism and hence failed to inspire the scientific 
community.  

[Roberta et al, 2010] points out that scientific community, regarding 
scientific publishing, are not catching up with new collaborative trends. It further 
outlines this challenge that to encourage the scientific community and the 
business models of the scientific publishing industry towards the adoption of the 
collaborative revolution of Web 2.0 one should consider two soft drivers 

• the certification abilities of publishers and 
• the need for reputation of authors 

The certification comes from the review process while the citation counts 
are the currency of reputation for authors. This work provides empirical evidence 
of similarities among citations and bookmarks. Hence the bookmark reputation of 
a scientific resource will bring value to its authors like the citations do.  

Sanger the cofounder of Wikipedia [Sanger, 2009] pointed out the similar 
two factors as the explanation for the consistently mediocre quality of most of the 
Wikipedia articles. He explains that ‘without granting experts any authority (even 
if it is soft one) to overrule aggressive people’ who have time and hotly guard 
their articles, ‘there is no reason to think that Wikipedia’s articles are on a vector 
toward continual improvement’. The second factor he listed is the ‘Wikipedia’s 
commitment to anonymity’ which deny value to the contributor and hence further 
drives off good contributors. What role an expert can have is a discussion more 
towards the social sciences research but we suggest that one useful and soft role 
of experts may be to color-highlight the content which is against some fact or not 
credible.  
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This dissertation contributes to the solution of this challenge by 
implementing the application for automatic multifaceted discovery and topical 
visualization of experts in a scientific knowledge system. The visualization can be 
used to initiate other type of collaborations too. Facets can be grouped from open 
and conventional knowledge repositories which are now available on Linked 
Open Data cloud. 

The digital information made available by the Web is indexed by different 
search engines like Google, Yahoo and MSN. These Web search engines further 
provide search interfaces over the indexed Web pages. One of the most successful 
search engines, Google, indexed over 26 million Web pages in 1998. The index 
number reached one billion Web pages in the year 2000. Then by the year 2008, 
Google achieved a milestone by indexing 1 trillionths (1,000,000,000,000) unique 
Web page [GoogleBlog, 2008]. 

This exponential growth in the size of the Web has posed several 
challenges. One of the biggest challenges is that the indexed information is either 
semi-structured or not structured at all. Subsequently, this prevents the 
development of quality services for users and makes it difficult to provide them 
with the intended information. Some initiatives have been taken to cope with this 
situation. One of the biggest initiatives is the Semantic Web. The goal of semantic 
Web is to structure the indexed web pages. The semantic Web focuses on creating 
an environment where software agents would be able to collect required and 
accurate information from multiple resources to process them autonomously. 
However, The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of the 
current Web with intentions to provide well-defined meaning to the existing one. 
This will enable computers and people to work in cooperation [Berners-Lee, 
2001]. One of the major success story of Semantic Web is Linked Open Data 
(LOD). Linked Data (LOD) was launched by W3C in 2006. This movement has 
motivated people to publish their information in a structured way (RDF). LOD 
semantifies openly available datasets of various domains and provides a 
framework for interlinking similar concepts in these datasets. Currently, LOD 
cloud consists of over 13 billion RDF triples, which are interlinked by about 150 
million RDF/OWL links [LDOW 2010]. This initiative paved a way for different 
kinds of applications to discover more structured (meaningful) and interconnected 
data to overcome the problem of information supply. Some key challenges related 
to Linked Data have been pointed out in [Latif et al 2009].  

[Wojick et al, 2008 ] explained that a  search mechanism which can query 
across distributed and diverse databases will ‘illuminate often obscure databases 
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and speed access to scientific information, which will in turn increase the 
probability of further and more rapid innovation and discovery’. The same 
principle of ‘global discovery’ is at the heart of new Socio-Semantic Web 
movement Linked Open Data (LOD). LOD holds potential not only to enhance 
the global discovery but also to extend its definition towards the more generic 
knowledge and data integration principles. [Losoff, 2009] notes that with the rise 
of digital access to data, the data has become more valuable than the published 
paper itself. It points out, that the datasets from the Human Genome Project "have 
more value than any single publication that was derived from an analysis of them" 
[Carlson, 2008]. But this value of datasets is undermined if they are not 
searchable by the common users. In the LOD data search applications, it is 
tedious job for a user to sort out important pieces of information without having 
the knowledge of underlying ontologies and basic RDF facts. The same gap 
between semantic search and end user applications has also been identified by 
[Chakrabarti 2004]. There is a lack of user friendly interfaces and end users 
usually need to deal with complex semantic mechanisms to explore information. 

In solutions to these issues, this work suggested architecture of keyword 
search mechanism which will hide semantics in order to reduce the cognitive load 
of the users. It also proposed the Concept Aggregation Framework which 
conceptualizes the most relevant information of a resource in an easily 
perceivable construct. 

1.4  Thesis Objective and Contributions 

As discussed in the previous section, thesis deals with the challenges in diffusion 
of knowledge from four aspects. 

• Collaborative knowledge creation and its diffusion in Wikis 
• Popularity (Tag and bookmarks as measures of diffusion):  
Measurement and Diffusion of Knowledge using bookmarks and tags 
• Credibility (through soft reviews by experts): Multifaceted 
Expertise mining in scientific repositories and their topical visualization 
• Global Discovery: by providing web user friendly keyword search 
interface for semantic data sets in LOD. 

This section provides short description of the each of them. 
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A)  Collaborative Knowledge Creation and Diffusion 

This study provides a brief description of new evolving scientific 
knowledge diffusion platforms alongside it describes web 2.0 applications like 
Wikipedia and EOL by comparing them. Further more this work proposes a novel 
combination of granular tagging in Wiki systems for rapid restructuring and 
information import. The underlying consideration is that the lowering of editing 
barriers can speed up the content generation in wiki systems. This section 
proposes a prototype of an application for efficient aggregation of resource 
snippets from diverse sources (wiki pages in this prototype) using section tagging 
and bookmarking to build dynamic wiki pages in Austria Forum.  It is further 
discussed in chapter 3. 

B)  Measurement and Diffusion of Knowledge using Bookmarks and Tags  

Based on multiple empirical studies this research element explored the 
potentials of the bookmarking applications in the diffusion of knowledge and its 
estimation. It further probes their similarities to citations which are a conventional 
measure of diffusion of knowledge. Above that, tagging practices have an added 
advantage to augment the understanding of knowledge diffusion by providing an 
additional element – the user context in tagging a resource of knowledge. 
Moreover, it shows how the relevant concepts and papers from these socially 
maintained reference management systems can be linked to scientific papers in 
other digital repositories by mining and using contextually relevant tags from 
these systems. 

C)  Multifaceted Expertise Mining and Topical Visualization of Experts 

[Sanger 2009] argues that if open and bottom up resources, like 
Wikipedia, are to become authoritative there must be some role, may be softer, for 
expert overview of the facts in the content.  

The focus of this research component is that how we can assign experts 
(as reviewers) automatically to the topics of the content. We propose an 
innovative automated technique which incorporates multiple experience atoms to 
judge the overall expertise of an individual in providing a more representative 
assessment of expertise. For the prototype application, proposed in this research, 
we used the online Journal of Universal Computer Science (J. UCS) database for 
mining expertise. The chapter 5 further elucidates this approach.  
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D)  Global Discovery through Simplified Search Interface of LOD  

In this part of research we will explain the concept of Global discovery 
and its importance for knowledge diffusion. Then we will detail that how Linked 
Data framework enables Web of Data and Global Discovery. Furthermore we 
propose keyword based search architecture and a concept aggregation framework 
to bridge the gap between end user and semantic search on LOD. 

The Linked Data best practices, otherwise termed as the design principles, 
hold great potential to enhance global discovery by integrating digital scientific 
data with scholarly literature. We proposed and implemented keyword search 
mechanism to reduce the cognitive load of the users. We also proposed the 
Concept Aggregation Framework conceptualizes the most relevant information of 
a resource in an easily perceivable construct. Chapter 6 provides further detail on 
this topic.  

1.4.1 Foundation of the Dissertation 

The foundation of this dissertation is a selected set of publications authored or co-
authored by the author of this thesis over a period of about three and half years. 
Their relation and their arrangement in the dissertation are depicted in Figure 1.2  

The focus of this dissertation is to research the collaborative and 
participatory applications of the WWW for knowledge diffusion. The thesis 
makes contributions broadly in four areas 1) Collaborative knowledge creation 
and diffusion in Wikis 2) Measuring knowledge diffusion using tags and 
bookmarks  The thesis analyses the potential of the tagging and bookmarking 
metadata resources for the study of knowledge diffusion by finding its empirical 
relationship and similarities with citation (an established indicator of knowledge 
diffusion).3) Expertise mining in scientific communities and its visualization 4) 
Accelerating Global Discovery through simplified user friendly search Interface 
of LOD  

These research areas are discussed in chapter 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. 
Every chapter is based on a set of 1-3 publications as depicted in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2: Thesis Foundation 

1.4.2 Research Contributions 

The author of the thesis has published following research papers during the period 
of three and half years. 

• Us Saeed, A., Afzal, M.T.,  Latif, A.,  Tochtermann, K., 
Recommending tags for scientific resources, accepted for publication in 
the Journal of IT in Asia (JITA), 2010   
• Us Saeed. A, Afzal, M.T.,Latif, A., Stocker, A., Tochtermann, K., 
Does Tagging indicate Knowledge diffusion? An exploratory case study, 
In Proc. of 3rd ICCIT pp.605-610 , 2008 
• Us Saeed, A.,  Afzal, M.T.,  Latif, A.,  Tochtermann, K., Citation 
rank prediction based on bookmark counts: Exploratory case study of 
WWW‘06 papers, INMIC 2008. IEEE International pp. 392 - 397, Dec. 
2008   
• Us Saeed, A., Stocker, A., Hoefler, P., Tochtermann, K., “Learning 
with the Web 2.0: The Encyclopedia of Life”, in Conference ICL2007, 
Villach, Austria, 2007. 
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• Latif, A., Afzal, M. T., Us Saeed, A., Hoefler, P., Tochtermann, 
K., Harvesting Pertinent Resources from Linked Open Data. To appear in 
the Journal of Digital Information Management, 2009. 
• Latif, A., Afzal, M. T., Us Saeed, A., Hoefler, P., Tochtermann, 
K., CAF-SIAL: Concept Aggregation Framework for Structuring 
Informational Aspects of Linked Open Data. Proceedings of NDT 2009, 
Ostrava, Czech Republic, July 2009. 
• Latif, A., Afzal, M. T., Us Saeed, A., Hoefler, P., Tochtermann, 
K., Turning Keywords into URIs: Simplified User Interfaces for Exploring 
Linked Data. Accepted for: ACM proceeding of ICIS 2009, Seoul, Korea, 
November 2009. ISBN: 978-1-60558-710-3 
• Latif, A., Hoefler, P., Stocker, A., Us-saeed, A., Wagner, C (2009). 
The Linked Data Value Chain: A Lightweight Model for Business 
Engineers. In: Proceedings of I-Semantic. Graz, Austria. 
• Afzal, M. T., Latif, A., Us Saeed, A., Sturm, P., Aslam, S., 
Andrews, K., Tochtermann, K., Maurer, H. (2009). Discovery and 
Visualization of Expertise in a Scientific Community.  In: Proceeding of 
International Conference of Frontiers of Information Technology, 
Islamabad, Pakistan, 16-18, Dec. 2009.  
• Helic, D., Us Saeed, A., Trattner, C., Creating Dynamic Wiki 
Pages with Section-Tagging , in HT09 workshop New Forms of 
Xanalogical Storage and Function, 2009 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

The current chapter serves as an introduction explaining some important 
definitions which are fundamental to the thesis work. It also identifies the 
research challenges and contributions in this field. The rest of the content is 
organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 describes briefly the two evolving structures of the Web as well 
as it provides the literature review and state-of-the-art in the respective research.  
Chapter 3 provides comparison of two successful but different kinds of Wikis, 
Wikipedia and EOL. Afterwards it explains the prototype implementation of a 
new granular tagging approach and personalization in Wiki environment. Chapter 
4 probes potential of tagging by empirical comparison with citations. Further on it 
implements a novel approach to link the socially maintained libraries (CiteULike) 
with papers in other scientific repositories. Chapter 5 elaborates the discovery and 
visualization of expertise in scientific communities. Chapter 6 explains the 
concept of Global Discovery and its importance in knowledge diffusion. It also 
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give details for the architecture and implementation of an innovative keyword 
based search interface for exploring semantic data in LOD. Therefore the system 
evaluation in terms of usefulness of the system is illustrated in Chapter 7. The 
thesis ends with conclusion and future work as highlighted in chapter 7 
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Chapter 2:  Basic Concepts and Literature 
Review 

 

 

This chapter briefly describes the basic concepts related to the work of this thesis 
and the existing state-of-the-art systems. In the beginning of the chapter concepts 
like Web 2.0, social software, Linked Open Data and citation analysis are 
explained. While in the later sections an account is provided for the past research 
in regard to the each of four aspects of knowledge diffusion as mentioned in 
previous chapter.     

2.1  Web 2.0: The Brave New Web 

The concept of "Web 2.0" was coined in 2004 in a brainstorming session by Dale 
Dougherty, web pioneer and vice president of O'Reilly Media. They pointed out 
that even if the dot com bubble has "crashed", the web has become more 
important than ever as the exciting new applications and sites were popping up 
with surprising regularity. Furthermore, they noted that ‘the companies that had 
survived the collapse seemed to have some properties in common’ [Oreilly 2004]. 
Although the term Web 2.0 itself is confusing as it indicates a kind of 
technological or software up gradation but on the contrary it is not characterized 
by a new step of technology like in the case of Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al. 
2001]. Instead of defining Web 2.0 on the technological basis Tim O'Reilly 
defined the web 2.0 principles or otherwise known as design patterns.  

Today, the term Web 2.0 is used to describe web applications that 
distinguish themselves from previous generations of software by a number of 
principles (see figure 2.1). These design patterns as described by O'Reilly are 
listed below.  

• Use of the Web as a platform 
• Harnessing collective intelligence 
• Data is the next Intel Inside 
• Perpetual beta 
• Lightweight programming models 
• Software above the level of a single device 
• Rich user experience 

Basic Concepts and LiBasic Concepts and LiBasic Concepts and LiBasic Concepts and Literature terature terature terature 
ReviewReviewReviewReview    

ChapterChapterChapterChapter    

2 
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The term Web 2.0 itself was debated in research as confusing because it 
indicates a kind of technological or software up gradation but on the contrary it is 
not characterized by a new step of technology as is the case of the Semantic Web 
[Berners-Lee et al. 2001] [Ullrich et al. 2008]. 

 

Figure 2.1: A "meme map" of Web 2.0 (Adopted from [O’Reilly 2005]) 

• The major transformations of the Web were the change from a 
medium to a platform, from a read-web to a read-write-web and it also 
entered a new, more social and participatory phase. These trends have led 
to a feeling that the Web is entering a ‘second phase’—a new, ‘improved’ 
Web version 2.0 [Anderson 2007]. [Vossen and Hagemann 2007] describe 
this as the evolution of web and divided it into three streams; 
• The application stream 
• The technology stream and  
• The user participation and contribution stream 

They also advanced the perception that the future evolution of the Web 
will be driven by these streams too. In line with these streams, [Ankolekar et. al. 
2008] described that even that the Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web are considered 
to be separate and competing visions but ‘the core technologies and concerns of 
these two approaches are complementary and that each field can and must draw 
from the other's strengths’. They predicted that the new Web will breed the socio-
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semantic applications using Web 2.0 for front end to attract rich user interaction 
and Semantic web as the backbone for providing computational intensive data 
services. 

The scope of this work encircles only some of social software 
applications, a subset of Web 2.0 applications, and Linked Open Data (LOD) 
framework. Description of LOD will be provided in later sections of this chapter 
while in the next section we will provide a brief introduction of Social software 
and related Web applications.  

2.2  Social Software 

Social software has emerged as a major component of the Web 2.0 movement. 
The idea using networked computing to connect people in order to boost their 
knowledge and their ability to learn dates as far back as the 1960s. But this is only 
recently, during the past few years, that this vision is supposed to be emerged 
practically through a group of Web projects and services which are perceived as 
especially connective. These applications are marked under the title of “social 
software” [Alexander 2006]. 

[Anderson 2005] notes that social software is a very difficult concept to 
define. It further points out that the term not only includes scalable interlinking 
technologies but also the social effects created due to the combined or interlinked 
usage of these technologies [Dalsgaard 2006]. The examples of social software 
technologies which will be discussed in this work include weblogs, wikis, social 
bookmarking, and syndication RSS/Atom feeds. It is, however, important to note 
that social software is in no way limited to these specific technologies. 

2.2.1 Blogs 

The term web-log, or blog, was coined by Jorn Barger in 1997 [Anderson 2007].  
A blog is a simple webpage consisting of posts arranged chronologically with the 
most recent first, in the style of an online journal. Posts in a blog are brief 
paragraphs generally representing the opinions of the blog holder. These posts are 
like personal diary entries and may contain any information or links [Doctorow et 
al, 2002]. Most blogs allow visitors to add a comment below a blog entry. Blogs 
are also penetrating to the practice of educational institutions. [Holzinger et al, 
2009a] shows that blogs can support to improve learning performance by 
supplementing traditional lecturing. 
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The posting and commenting process in blogs is also called a ‘weighted 
conversation’ as this important feature of blogs provides a generic feedback from 
the community on the Web about the opinion of the primary author. Blogging 
provides a channel for exchange of views. 

Bloggings’ informal chronologically organized diary like postings provide 
a sense of immediacy, since ‘blogs enable individuals to write to their Web pages 
in journalism time –that is hourly, daily, weekly – whereas the Web page culture 
that preceded it tended to be slower moving: less an equivalent of reportage than 
of the essay’ [Benkler, 2006]. 

Blogging applications allow authors to tag each post with a keyword or 
two. These tag terms are then used for the categorization of the subject of the post 
within the system. Such a categorization is helpful in organizing the older posts 
into a standard theme-based menu system. Clicking on a post’s description, or tag 
(which is displayed below the post), will take the user to a list of other posts the 
same author which use the same tag [Anderson 2007]. 

Another important aspect of blogging is linking as it deepens the 
conversational nature of the blogosphere and its sense of immediacy. Linking also 
helps to manage the information retrieval and referencing on different blogs but 
some of these are not without inherent problems. Below we provide a short 
description of these linking mechanisms. 

2.2.1.1 The Permalink  

It is a permanent URI (universal resource identifier) which is generated by the 
blogging system and is applied to a particular post. The permalink don’t change 
during achieving or any other change in the blog. There is no version control, and 
using a permalink does not guarantee the content of a post. 

2.2.1.2 Trackback (or Pingback)  

This linking method allows the system to notify that another blogger have 
referenced or commented on posts of first one. System also creates automatically 
a record of the permalink of the referring post. Trackback only works when it is 
enabled on both the referring and the referred blogs. Some bloggers deliberately 
disable trackback to avoid spamming. 
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2.2.1.3 The Blogroll 

It is a list of links to other blogs that a particular blogger likes or finds useful. It is 
similar to a blog ‘bookmark’ or ‘favorites’ list. Blog software also facilitates 
syndication, in which information about the blog entries, for example, the 
headline, is made available to other software via RSS and, increasingly, Atom. 
This content is then aggregated into feeds, and a variety of blog aggregators and 
specialist blog reading tools can make use of these feeds. 

The large number of people engaged in blogging has given rise to its own 
term – blogosphere – to express the sense of a whole ‘world’ of bloggers 
operating in their own environment. As technology has become more 
sophisticated, bloggers have begun to incorporate multimedia into their blogs and 
there are now photo-blogs, video blogs (vlogs), and, increasingly, bloggers can 
upload material directly from their mobile phones. [Nardi et al, 2004] provides an 
account of the reasons why people blog, the style and manner of their blogging 
and the subject areas that are covered [Anderson 2007]. 

2.2.2 Wikis 

‘Wikis are radically different than blogs and require a fundamentally different 
orientation towards truth and knowledge to be successful. By simply removing the 
traditional author-reader relationship, knowledge-building via wikis becomes a 
community effort, which requires a substantial paradigmatic shift from traditional 
views of truth and knowledge’ [Gijsbers, 2004]. 

As compared to blogs which serve as interactive personalized publishing 
platforms, wikis provide the foundation of the collaboration platform [Holzinger 
et al. 2009]. The term Wiki is adopted from Hawaiian term ‘wiki wiki’ meaning 
“quick”. The Wiki systems are websites that allow users to easily add, delete and 
edit website content. [Ebersbach et al, 2006] defines a wiki as a webpage or set of 
web pages that can be easily edited by anyone who is allowed access. The popular 
success of Wikipedia exhibit that the concept of the wiki, as a collaborative tool 
for facilitating group work, is widely understood [Anderson 2007]. Simple, 
hypertext-style linking between wiki pages is used to create a navigable set of 
pages. Each wiki page typically contains a concept (a title/name) and a 
description of that concept (an article). The edit button displayed on the Wiki 
pages allows users to change or even delete the contents of the page in question. 
This ease of access, intuitive interface and a single repository make wikis an 
efficient and effective tool of mass collaboration and hence a “living document”.  
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As Wikis are web of interlinked pages created by users, they are 
‘freeform, informal and emphasize content over form’ [Cooney 2006]. The 
barriers of entry in Wikis are kept very low giving users as much power as 
possible to change the content. Wikis have become a tool for online collaboration 
and community building. They differ from blogs in several ways. The 
fundamental difference is that wikis do not contain chronological posts, and are 
otherwise not a tool for recording chronological data. Wikis generally have a 
‘history function’, which allows storage of previous versions for later content 
examination. They also possess a ‘rollback function’, which restores previous 
versions if required [Anderson 2007]. Old versions of pages and recent changes of 
pages are all well documented and manageable by users and/or administrators 
[Cooney 2006]. 
Table 2.1: Key distinctions between blogs and wikis (adapted from Fichter 2005a, 

Wagner & Bolloju 2005, Szybalski 2005) 
Feature Blog Wiki 

Focus: 

Currency 

(Most recent information 
takes precedence and 
pushes other content 
down) 

Importance: 

(Most important 
information takes 
precedence and remains 
in focus) 

Organization: Chronological Topical 

Mode of distribution: 
One-to-many (Or few-to-
many) 

Many-to-many 

Attribution: 
Single author (or small 
group) 

Community (and largely 
anonymous) 

Content control: 
Centralized (Only 
author(s) can create 
content) 

Decentralized (Anyone in 
the community can create 
and manipulate content) 

Version management: 
Not offered (content is 
not typically modified 
once posted) 

Full version and 
complete change history 

Personality / Point of 
view: 

Author or group, 
personality plays a key 
role 

Generally neutral, or 
multiple points of view, 
personality is minimized  

Development cycle: 
Content is published 
quickly in final form  

Content generally 
continues to evolve long 
after initial publication 

Best suited for: 

Short, time-sensitive 
material like diaries, 
journals, news, opinions 
and reviews  

Documents with longer 
life, expected to be edited 
and refined over time, 
e.g. knowledge 
management, FAQs, best 
practices, etc. 
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2.2.3 Tagging and Social Bookmarking 

Tagging systems are increasingly becoming popular in the web. The reason for 
increasing success of these systems is the fact that no specific skills are needed for 
participating, and that these tools yield immediate benefit for each individual 
without too much overhead. These tagging systems enable the users to add 
keywords (tags) to web resources (web-pages, images, documents, papers) 
without having to rely on a controlled vocabulary [Marlow et al. 2006]. One of 
the first large-scale application of tagging was seen with the introduction of 
Joshua Schacter’s del.icio.us website, which launched the ‘social bookmarking’ 
phenomenon [Anderson 2007].  

Social bookmarking systems possess a number of common features 
[Millen et al, 2005]: The users can create lists of ‘bookmarks’ or ‘favourites’, 
which are stored centrally on a server rather than within the client browser. These 
applications also allow users to share their bookmarks with other users of the 
system. These bookmarks can also be tagged with keywords. 

The concept of tagging has proved to be contagious on web and have 
spread to diverse resource sharing services like Flickr(photos), YouTube (video) 
and Odeo (podcasts) which allow a variety of digital artefacts to be socially 
tagged. A particularly important example within the context of academics is 
Richard Cameron’s CiteULike (www.Citeulike.org), a free service to help users 
to store, organize and share the academic papers they are reading. When you see a 
paper on the Web that interests you, you click a button and add it to your personal 
library. CiteULike automatically extracts the citation details, so you don’t have to 
type them in [Anderson 2007]. CiteULike, Del.icio.us (www.delicious.com) and 
Bibsonomy (www.Bibsonomy.org) were used for the research in this thesis.  

Below we provide short description of the terms which are frequently used 
in the discussions of tagging and bookmarking. 

• Folksonomy 

These new socially maintained resource and link management systems use 
free form tags for dynamic categorization of resources. This unstructured (or 
better, free structured) approach to classification with users assigning their own 
labels is variously referred to as a 'folksonomy' [Hammond et al, 2005]. The word 
‘folksonomy’ is a blend of the words ‘taxonomy’ and ‘folk’, and stands for 
conceptual structures created by the people. Folksonomies are thus ‘a bottom-up 
complement to more formalized Semantic Web technologies, as they rely on 
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emergent semantics which result from the converging use of the same vocabulary’ 
[Hotho et al, 2006]. The main difference to ‘classical’ ontology engineering 
approaches is the simplicity avoiding any formal modeling overhead on the part 
of the common user. Intelligent techniques may reside under the interface layer of 
the system and should be hidden from the user. Overall, these systems provide a 
very ‘intuitive navigation through the data' [Hotho et al, 2006]. 

• Personomy 

The collection of all tag assignments of a user is called his personomy. 
The collection of all personomies results in an overall folksonomy [Hotho et al, 
2006]. 

• Tag cloud 

Tag clouds are groups of tags (tag sets) from a number of different users 
of a tagging service, which collates information about the frequency with which 
particular tags are used. This frequency information is often displayed graphically 
as a ‘cloud’ of terms in which tags with higher frequency of use are displayed in 
larger text [Anderson 2007]. Tag clouds are the visualization pattern for 
personomies and folksonomies.  

Tagging holds potential to improve the search on the web. Tagging 
systems introduce new forms of social communication and generate new 
opportunities for data mining. 

2.2.4 RSS and Syndication 

RSS is term used to represent a family of formats which allow users to get 
updates to the content of RSS-enabled websites, blogs or podcasts (a series of 
digital media files , either audio or video, that are released episodically and often 
downloaded through web syndication) without actually visiting the parent site. 
Typically, a new story's title and synopsis, along with the originating website’s 
name is collected within a feed which uses the RSS format.  These content feeds 
are ‘piped’ to the user in a process known as syndication. 

A software tool known as an aggregator or feed reader is required to be 
installed by the users on their desktops in order to collect these feeds. With 
aggregator users can subscribe to multiple feeds from different websites. The feed 
reader will then periodically check for updates to the RSS feed and keep the user 
informed of any changes.  
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In its earliest incarnation the term RSS was understood to stand for Rich 
Site Summary as it was used by Netscape to extend users the feature to create 
custom Netscape home pages with regularly updated data flows. Later on 
Netscape lost interest, and the technology was carried forward by Dave Winer's 
company under the name ‘Really Simple Syndication’ [O’Reilly 2005]. 

Technically, RSS is an XML-based data format for websites to exchange 
files that contain publishing information and summaries of the site’s contents.  

In 2003 a new syndication system was proposed and developed under the 
name Atom in order to clear up some of the inconsistencies between RSS versions 
and the problems with the way they interoperate. This consists of two standards: 
the Atom Syndication Format, an XML language used for Web feeds, and the 
Atom Publishing Protocol (APP), a HTTP-based protocol for creating and 
updating Web resources. The two most important differences between the two 
are, firstly, that the development of Atom is taking place through a formal and 
open standards process within the IETF(Internet Engineering Task Force), and, 
secondly, that with Atom the actual content of the feed item’s encoding (known as 
the payload container) is more clearly defined . Atom can also support the 
enclosure of more than one podcast file at a time and so multiple file formats of 
the same podcast can be syndicated at the same time [Anderson 2007]. 

2.3 Linked Open Data (LOD) 

The World Wide Web can be seen as a huge repository of networked resources. 
Due to its exponential growth, it is a challenging task for search engines to locate 
meaningful pieces of information from heavily redundant and unstructured 
resources. The semantic paradigm of information processing suggests a solution 
to the above problem. Semantic resources are structured, and related semantic 
metadata can be used to query and search the required piece of information in a 
very precise manner. On the other hand, the bulk of the data currently residing on 
the Web is unstructured or semi-structured at best. Therefore, the W3C launched 
the Linking Open Data4 (LOD) movement, a community effort that motivates 
people to publish their information in a structured way5.LOD not only 
“semantifies” different kinds of open data sets, but it also provides a framework 

                                                 

4  http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData 

5 http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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for interlinking. This framework is based on the rules described by Tim Berners-
Lee.  

2.3.1 Linked Data Design Principles 

Tim Berners-Lee in his article [Berners-Lee et al, 2006] described Linked Data 
publishing guidelines or principles which he himself called rules. These rules are 
as follow: 

1. Use URIs as names for things: 
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names. 
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the 

standards (RDF, SPARQL) 
4. Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more things. 

These principles have provided a scalable architecture of linking and accessing 
structured data on the Web. 

2.4  Citations and Bibliometric 

In technological terms, scholarly communication is being transformed through the 
use of personal and portable computers, electronic mail, word processing 
software, electronic publishing, digital libraries, the Internet, the World-Wide 
Web, mobile phones, wireless networks, and other information technologies. 
Bibliometrics offers a powerful set of methods and measures for studying the 
structure and process of scholarly communication [Borgman & Furner, 2002]. 

2.4.1 Citation 

Citation is a relationship between two published papers or articles where normally 
the author/s of ‘citing’ paper infer/s from and refer/s to the part of ‘cited’ paper 
used to extend or create knowledge published in the ‘citing’ paper. Such citations 
can be counted as measures of the usage and impact of the cited work [Garfield, 
1998] [Moed, 2005]. This is called citation analysis which is one of the 
bibliometric methods.  

2.4.2 Citation Analysis and Bibliometrics 

Bibliometrics offers a powerful set of methods and measures for studying the 
structure and process of scholarly communication [Borgman & Furner, 2002]. 
Citation analysis, the best known of bibliometric approaches, has become more 
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sophisticated over the time. On the other hand the advent of networked 
information technologies has led to quantitative and qualitative advances in other 
bibliometric methods. More content is available online in digital libraries, and 
more of it is in full text (and in other media including still and moving images, 
sound, and numeric data). More connections exist between documents, both in the 
form of citations and in the form of active hyperlinks that allow an information 
seeker to move between related documents. Bibliometrics is being applied in new 
ways, to ask new questions. New analytical approaches like “cybermetrics” (the 
title of an electronic journal) and “webometrics” [Almind & Ingwersen, 1997] 
have emerged with the rising popularity of the Web. 

Citation can be considered as the connection or a type of link between 
documents. In general terms the methods of link analysis, then, are those 
employed in studies in which data are collected primarily in the form of counts of 
links — pointers to, references to, or citations of “target,” “cited,” or “later” 
documents made in the text of “origin,” “source,” “citing” or “earlier” documents. 
There are two general purposes for which link analyses may be conducted: 
contextualization and evaluation [Borgman & Furner, 2002]. 

Evaluative citation analysis for determining the quality of research is not 
without controversy. It is sometimes impugned on the basis that “quality” — the 
characteristic that citation counts are used to measure — is not an attribute that 
may be evaluated objectively at all, but one whose values depend on the 
subjective opinions of individuals [Borgman & Furner, 2002]. These proponents 
talk about negative citations, self-citations, and methodological papers. They 
claim that a high citation count can be achieved by publishing low-quality work 
that attracted a lot of criticism. This raises a more fundamental question that what 
facet of scientific performance do citation counts measure. [Garfield, 1979] 
argues that citation counts are a measure of scientific activity. Usually, in science 
and technology citations are considered as an indicator of diffusion of a published 
work. 

2.5  Related Work 

In this thesis work we propose that in the ecology of Web 2.0 and LOD 
applications a combination of wikis, personal WebPages or web-logs and 
tagging/bookmarking systems with semantic LOD data integration can provide a 
base platform for the future socio-semantic knowledge applications with high 
potentials of knowledge diffusion. In a coherent web 2.0 publishing environment 
Wikis can provide a diverse content aggregation or publishing platform with 
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embedded certification processes while blogs and bookmarking systems can 
provide author reputation mechanisms. In this section we will review the literature 
about these applications in the light of four aspects of knowledge diffusion, as 
stated in previous chapter. 

2.5.1 Collaborative Knowledge Creation and Diffusio n 

The popularity of social software has brought up new user generated content and 
metadata resources in the form of wikis, blogs, social tagging and bookmarking 
applications. These new systems have emerged as a major force reshaping the 
information spaces on the World Wide Web in order to better serve both 
collaborative and personalized information needs of users. In social software 
applications Web has drifted towards users’ content creation as a major 
contributing factor to the Web resources instead of the commercial content. For 
instance, wikis are used for sharing, management, and organization of knowledge. 
Wikipedia is a user-created encyclopedia and a well known example of a wiki 
system. Wiki systems are asynchronous, collaborative authoring and content 
versioning systems where any user can add and edit content. A new version of the 
page is stored in the system after each editing operation [Désilets et al, 2005]. 

Wikipedia has been highlighted as a success story of low-cost 
collaborative knowledge systems. The openness of Wikipedia to new users has 
been cited as both a source of strength and weakness [Hafner, 2006]. One of its 
key strengths based on its open editing model lies in attracting contributions from 
new users who may make few edits. This suggests a kind of “wisdom of crowds” 
effect [Surowiecki, 2004] in which quality of its content is derived by a large 
number of people making small contributions.[Kittur et. al, 2007] 

In wiki systems, user’s content-creation/authoring processes involve 
laborious tasks like information selection from diverse resources, restructuring, 
modification, and adaptation of information object according to the perceived 
context [Nelson et al, 2008]. The reuse of existing content in the form of copy-
paste mechanisms in order to restructure and create new documents is applied by 
authors frequently. For example, a typical editing workflow in wiki systems 
involves investigating volumes of information wherein fact only small part of that 
information is relevant to the current user need. Thus, the user has to browse all 
the resources again and again to review the related pieces of information from 
their relevant or selected resources. This typically requires a lot of effort and time. 

On the other hand resource organization with tagging and bookmarking 
services like Delicious, CiteULike or Bibsonomy have received community focus 
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due to ease of use and information discovery mechanisms [Hotho et al, 2006]. In 
social tagging and bookmarking applications users assign free form keywords and 
annotations to the addresses (URLs) of an information resource(e.g., a web page) 
[Hammond et al, 2005]. These keywords relate the current user’s context to the 
content of a tagged resource. 

As [Ames and Naaman , 2007] suggests the user motivation to tag a 
resource might be organizational or communicational but in general the users tag 
resources for their personal use and/or to share them with others. For example, 
users who tag resources for their personal use in an organizational sense use 
social tagging applications to organize interesting, important, and related 
resources according to their current needs. The tags are applied as a support for 
later search and retrieval of tagged resources via search or navigating the tag 
cloud. Typically, the tag cloud provides an overview of defined tags showing only 
the tags themselves but not the actual content of the tagged resources. The 
resources are represented via navigable links. Another motivation of using tags is 
to share them with other users and in such a scenario tags are typically used in a 
communicational sense to send signals to other users about resources that might 
be of interest in a more general case. 

In this work we proposed a new subdocument tagging named section 
tagging to create dynamic wiki pages by coalescing and restructuring the tagged 
content from different wiki pages. The prototype proof of concept application is 
implemented in Austria Forum experimental wiki environment. 

2.5.2  Measuring Knowledge Diffusion 

In this aspect of knowledge diffusion we probed the potential of social 
bookmarking and tagging in relation to the citation uses for measuring diffusion 
and linking high value resources. Below we provide an account of the related 
work regarding citation analysis and social bookmarking and tagging. 

Bookmarking is provided as a popular personalization feature which 
allows researchers to organise their resources on the Web but now these 
applications also provide bibliography export in multiple formats (bibtext, 
EndNote, RDF etc.) which is an added advantage. 

Tagging is already a driving component in the fields of emergent semantic 
techniques [Mika et al, 2005], Information Retrieval [Wu et al, 2006] [Hotho et 
al, 2006] and user profiling [Huang et al, 2008]. Information retrieval and textual 
mining is already being used in many decision making systems, such as in the 
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case of medical sciences [Holzinger et al, 2008]. Tagging can also be helpful in 
these systems as ‘in a collaborative tagging system, tags codify the knowledge of 
relationships among documents and concepts represented by the tags. Harvesting 
individuals through folksonomies, therefore, can benefit the whole society” [Wu 
et al, 2006] 

[Mika et al, 2005] has studied the tagging behaviors and their usage in 
delicious, an emerging bookmaking service. He used actor, concept, and instance 
nodes as a tripartite graph to explain the emergence of ontologies from social 
context where he considers tags as a socially represented concept.  

Citation prediction has also been of interest to the link analysis research. A 
citation is a directed link from citing paper to cited paper. [Popescul and Ungar, 
2003] presented an ‘upgrade’ model of Standard Logistic Regression with the 
name of Structural Logistic Regression. They combined the standard logistic 
regression with feature generation from relational data. They demonstrated the 
effectiveness of their techniques by applying the method to link prediction in the 
citation network of CiteSeer. They extracted features from the CiteSeer relational 
database and applied learning models to decouple the feature space and predict 
the link. They also rediscovered evidences for some common old features and 
concepts like bibliographic coupling, co-citations and hub documents. 

[Manjunatha et al, 2003] Citation Prediction system was selected as 
winner of KDD Cup 2003 Task-1. The goal of KDD cup2003 was to understand 
and realize applications to solve contemporary learning problems using past 
experience data. The arXive dataset was provided for developing the citation 
prediction models. The winning candidates modeled on the basis of quarterly ( in 
3 months) changes in citations and calculated the parameters of regression 
function from the training set of changes in citations on quarterly basis.  

Co-authorship and co-author collaborative networks are considered as 
proxy for high citation counts and are also studied in citation prediction models. 
Citation prediction models are also interesting for the Link analysis and statistical 
modeling techniques. The correlation of citing behavior with bookmarking has 
not yet been explored. The bookmarking of a publication can safely be assumed 
as the interest of a researcher in a particular (related to his context) publication. 
Many researchers have explored that the increase in number of authors per 
publication may increase the number of citations per paper. But very few have 
experimented with the co-author network in this regard, although the co-author 
network volume is a direct representation of that authors collaborating behavior. 
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[Figg et al, 2006] analyzed the relationship between the citation rate of an 
article and the extent of collaboration. They analyzed the data from 6 leading 
journals for the years 1975, 1985, and 1995. They found that a correlation exists 
between the number of authors and the number of times an article is cited in other 
articles. They suggested that the researchers who are open produce high impact 
research acquiring higher number of citations. 

In [Goldfinch et al, 2003] Goldfinch used  negative binomial regression 
model by taking citations as dependent variable and predicting the citation 
behaviors and its dependence on co-authorship, number of authors, number of 
institutions involved, number of international authors. It uses the publication data 
of Crown Royal Institutes using ISI web of data to retrieve citations. The results 
vet that co-authorship and involvement of institutions especially international 
ones inflates citations heavily. 

Having the potential to improve the search on the web, tagging and 
bookmarking systems introduce new forms of social communication and generate 
new opportunities for data mining and resource sharing. However, we found that 
tagging systems were not very popular until 2006.  

2.5.3 Multifaceted Expertise Mining  

Expertise finder systems in the past have been innovatively applied in helping 
PhD applicants for finding relevant supervisors [Liu and Dew 2004] and also in 
identifying peer-reviewers for a conference [Rodriguez and Bollen]. The former 
made use of a manually constructed expertise profile database while the latter 
employed reference mining for all papers submitted to a conference. In the latter, 
a co-authorship network was constructed for each submitted paper making use of 
a measure of conflict-of-interest to ensure that papers were not reviewed by 
associates. 

Cameron [Cameron et al 2007a] employed a manually crafted taxonomy 
of 100 topics in DBLP [DBLP] covering the research areas of a small sample of 
User researchers appearing in DBLP. They proposed the need for automatic 
taxonomy creation as a key issue in finding experts. Mockus et al [Mockus and 
Herbsleb 2002] employed data from a software project’s change management 
records to locate people with desired expertise in a large organization. Their work 
indicated a need to explicitly represent experiential characterization of individuals 
as a means of providing insights into the knowledge and skills of individuals. 
Yimam [Yimam 1999] have further shown that a decentralized approach can be 
applied for information gathering in the construction of expertise profiles. [Tho et 
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al 2007] employed a citation mining retrieval technique where a cross mapping 
between author clusters and topic clusters was applied to assign areas of expertise 
to serve as an additional layer of search results organization. 

There are also expertise detection systems that were based entirely on an 
analysis of user activity and behavior while being engaged in an electronic 
environment. [Krulwich and Burkey 1995] have analyzed the number of 
interactions of an individual within a discussion forum as a means of constructing 
an expert’s profile. Although such an approach is useful in monitoring user 
participation, measures such as number of interactions on a particular topic is in 
itself not reflective of knowledge levels of individuals.  

Information visualization techniques have been used to visualize large 
datasets to support exploration and in finding hidden patterns [Card et al 1999]. 
To visualize large hierarchal structures, the hyperbolic tree was developed by 
Xerox [Lamping and Rao 1996]. The principle of Focus plus Context is supported 
by a detailed view for the focused part of the data in the center of the display, 
while the overall hierarchal structure of data remains visible around the edges. In 
computer science, ACM categories are widely used to organize scientific work. 
ACM categories can be seen as a hierarchal taxonomy and can be visualized using 
a hyperbolic tree. To visualize experts in a proper ranking for a specific ACM 
category, spiral visualization is appropriate. The RankSpiral was used by [Spoerri 
2004] to maximize information density and minimize occlusions for large 
documents. We have applied a similar approach for the visualization of experts 
around a particular node in the ACM category hyperbolic tree. 

2.5.4 Global Discovery on LOD through Simplified 
Interfaces  

In this section we will describe the state-of-the-art related to the search 
applications on LOD  

2.5.4.1 URI Retrieval State of the Art 

A) DBpedia 

DBpedia is currently one of the most promising knowledge bases, having a 
complete ontology along with Yago (Suchanek et al 2007) classification. It 
currently describes more than 2.6 million things, including at least 213,000 
persons, 328,000 places, 57,000 music albums, 36,000 films, and 20,000 
companies (Auer et al 2009). The knowledge base consists of 274 million pieces 
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of information (RDF triples). The openly available RDF dumps make DBpedia 
an interesting subject of study. There has been valuable work done on studying 
the reliability of Wikipedia URI’s (Hepp et al 2008) that are being used by 
DBpedia. This study suggests that the meaning of a URI stays stable 
approximately 93% of the time. Its heavy interlinking within the LOD cloud 
makes it a perfect resource to search URIs. For our current prototype, we 
concentrated on the part of DBpedia that encompasses data about people. 

B) Sindice 

Sindice (Tummarello et al 2007) provides indexing and search services for RDF 
documents. Its public API allows forming a query with triple patterns that the 
requested RDF documents should contain. Sindice results very often need to be 
analyzed and refined before they can be directly used for a particular use case. 
Similar kinds of services are provided by semantic search engines like Falcon 
(Cheng et al 2007) or Swoogle (Ding et al 2004). We used Sindice in our work 
due to its larger indexing pool and the ease provided in use of public API. 

C) SameAs 

SameAs from RKB explorer provides a service to find equivalent URIs. It 
thereby makes it easier to find related data about a given resource from different 
sources. 

2.5.4.2 Linked Data Consumption 

A) Linked Data Browsers 

The current state of the art with respect to the consumption of Linked Open Data 
for end users is RDF browsers (Berners-Lee et al 2006)(Kobilarov and 
Dickinson 2008). Some tools such as Tabulator (Berners-Lee et al 2006), 
Disco6, Zitgist data viewer7, Marbles8, Object Viewer9  and Open link RDF 
Browser10 can explore the Semantic Web directly. All these tools have 
implemented a similar exploration strategy, allowing the user to visualize an 
RDF sub-graph in a tabular fashion. The sub-graph is obtained by dereferencing 

                                                 

6 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/ng4j/disco/ 
7 http://dataviewer.zitgist.com/ 
8 http://beckr.org/marbles 
9 http://objectviewer.semwebcentral.org/ 
10 http://demo.openlinksw.com/rdfbrowser/index.html 
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(Berrueta and Phipps 2009) (Chimezie 2009) a URI, and each tool uses a distinct 
approach for this purpose. These tools provide useful navigational interfaces for 
the end users, but due to the abundance of data about a concept and the lack of 
filtering mechanisms, navigation becomes laborious and bothersome. In these 
applications, it is a tough task for a user to sort out important pieces of 
information without having the knowledge of underlying ontologies and basic 
RDF facts. Keeping in mind these issues, we suggest a keyword search 
mechanism to reduce the cognitive load of the users. 

B) SPARQL Query Tool  

Regarding the problem of searching and filtering in the Web of Data, a number 
of approaches and tools exist. One approach is to query a SPARQL endpoint 
that returns a set of RDF resources. There are a few tools that allow exploring a 
SPARQL Endpoint. NITELIGHT (Russell et al 2008), iSparql [Kiefer et al 
2007], Explorator (Samur and Daniel 2009) are Visual Query Systems (VQS) 
[Catarci et al 1997] allow visual construction of SPARQL queries and differ 
mainly in the visual notation employed. However, in order to use these tools, the 
user must have comprehensive knowledge of the underlying RDF schemata and 
the semantic query languages (e.g. SPARQL). In summary, current tools allow 
users to manipulate the raw RDF data and do not provide user-friendly 
interfaces. 

C) Faceted Search Tools 

Contrary to VQS applications, Freebase Parallax [Hildebrand et al. 2006], the 
winner of Semantic Web challenge 2006, is based on the idea of faceted search. 
Freebase Parallax is a browser for exploring and presenting the structured data 
in a centralized infrastructure. Similar faceted search application YARS2 [Harth 
et al 2006] explores distributed datasets using SPO constructs. To the best of the 
authors’ knowledge, the approach presented here is the first one that uses 
arbitrary data accessible via SPARQL and aggregates important facts on the 
basis of informational aspects. 
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Chapter 3:  Collaborative Knowledge Creation 
/Diffusion and Scientific Scholarship  

Technology, beginning with Gutenberg’s printing press and more recently leading 
to digital publishing on the Web; has always played a major role in knowledge 
creation and diffusion. In the field of science and technology ‘publishing’ in the 
formal journal or conference is considered as a ‘hallmark of good research’. The 
aim of scientific publishing is to disseminate new research knowledge and 
findings as widely as possible in a timely and efficient manner [Hersh and 
Rindfleisch, 2000]. The conventional publishing paradigm of the scientific 
journals and paper publishing has been unsatisfactory to fulfill its promises of 
efficient diffusion of research. This is due to restricted journal access, rising 
journal costs and long delays in publication time. Above that the traditional 
research paper has obvious limitations in regards to the type of information that 
can be conveyed through such formats. Not only video and audio data can not be 
integrated into traditional research papers but also the huge amounts of data that 
may be collected in the research process can not be communicated through them. 

 In mid of 1990s World Wide Web (WWW) revolutionized the way in 
which knowledge was disseminated. The digital publishing on the Web offers the 
opportunity to publish new forms of data and can blur the barriers of the research 
group with global network effect of the Web. The Web also provides a ‘global 
review base’ for receiving feedback on research. 

The latest developments in the Web termed ‘Web 2.0’ or ‘Social Web’ 
enhanced the open collaborative knowledge creation and its diffusion. New social 
web tools and applications enabled users to be the masters of their information. 
The unbounded number of content creators have spurred a new age of information 
and knowledge flows. [Kleinberg, 2004] argued that the web will bring evolution 
in future in the ways of scientists’ work and their communication. The recent 
web-based open and collaborative publishing especially in wikis holds the 
potential to blur the boundaries of formal and informal scientific communication. 
Such an application called The Encyclopedia of Life is a global repository for all 
kinds of information related to life on earth. It builds upon the vision of 
Wikipedia and enhances it with Web 2.0 and semantic technologies along with a 
concept for assuring high quality content. The applications like the ‘Encyclopedia 

Collaborative Knowledge Creation Collaborative Knowledge Creation Collaborative Knowledge Creation Collaborative Knowledge Creation 
/Diffusion and Scientific /Diffusion and Scientific /Diffusion and Scientific /Diffusion and Scientific 
Scholarship Scholarship Scholarship Scholarship     

ChapterChapterChapterChapter    
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of Life’ (EOL) have the potential to become very popular future data publishing 
platforms for scientists. The EOL plans to provide data access through portable 
devices. Any researcher working in the field of biosciences can immediately 
verify if he has discovered new specie by comparing the DNA scan with the 
dataset of EOL. The submission will be simple too as the wiki system will enable 
him to submit his findings at the same spot and start a new specie page in the 
system owned and managed by him. But this is not the only way of contributing 
to EOL, any citizen scientist will be able to upload and contribute any information 
like photos and videos of animals to their respective specie pages. The submitted 
information will be available online after the review process.  

This chapter provides a brief description of new evolving scientific 
knowledge diffusion platforms and web 2.0 applications like Wikipedia and EOL 
along with their comparison. This chapter mainly focuses on the collaborative 
scientific knowledge creation and its diffusion especially in the Wikipedia and 
Encyclopedia of Life. Further more this work proposes a novel combination of 
granular tagging in Wiki systems for rapid restructuring and importing 
information. Considering that the lowering of editing barriers can speed up the 
content generation in wiki systems this chapter proposes a prototype of an 
application for efficient aggregation of resource snippets from diverse sources 
using section tagging and bookmarking to build dynamic wiki pages in Austria 
Forum.  

This chapter addresses the following research questions. 

RQ.1. How ‘social software’ applications of Web 2.0 like wikis, social 
bookmarking and tagging are leading the paradigm shift in digital scientific 
publishing and knowledge diffusion? 

RQ.2. How can we lower the editing barriers by removing tedious copy paste 
requirements for content import and restructuring operations?  

The research questions 1 and 2 are further subdivided into following sub-
questions 

RQ.1.1. What is the role of digital publishing and collaborative authoring 
applications in scientific knowledge creation and its diffusion? 

RQ.1.2. How EOL is changing the scientific publishing and encouraging citizen 
scientists’ contributions? 
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RQ.1.3. Why Wikipedia lacks confidence of the scientific community while 
another wiki Encyclopedia of Life (EOL) doesn’t?  

RQ.2.1. How social tagging and bookmarking to sub-document (i.e. section and 
selection) levels can provide power to users for content aggregation and 
restructuring in wiki environments 

RQ.2.2. How dynamic wiki pages, created by snippets selected and tagged by a 
user, can add to rapid content creation and personalization feature. 

Based on two published [Us Saeed et al, 2007] [Helic et al, 2009] works, 
figure 3.1 explains the progress flow for this chapter.  

 

Figure 3.1: Progress Flow of Chapter 3 

3.1  Digital Scientific Publishing 

 The term, Digital or Electronic publishing, is primarily used for online and web-
based production of text and other media types. However, it is also used to 
describe the user interaction with regard to computer-based text and media 
production. Digital publishing also includes the publication of e-books and 
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electronic articles, as well as the development of digital libraries and catalogues 
[Lancaster, 1995] [Lambert, 2003]. Digital publishing has also become common 
in scholarly publications as the medium offers easy management of content and 
its fast diffusion. It is also argued that digital publishing is in the process of 
replacing peer reviewed paper based scientific journals. [Ng, 2009] 

The traditional journals and publishing systems are not an ideal 
disseminating platform as they require about a year to publish an article after it is 
written. In this scientifically advanced era, the scientific discoveries and clinical 
findings are emerging at faster pace. [Odlyzko, 1994] mentioned that the growth 
of scholarly literature with the rapidly increasing power and availability of 
electronic technology, will lead the change towards the digital publishing and that 
the present scholarly publication system is not satisfactory. He mentioned the 
popularity of preprints at that time as an alternate mechanism of time stamping an 
innovation. He also pointed out following factors which would make a change to 
electronic publishing feasible in the next years. 

• The predicted costs for digital publishing will be negligible 
compared to those of traditional print journals. 
• The publications delays will disappear, and reliability of the 
literature will increase. 
• Processor and transmission speeds are increasing at rates far higher 
than the growth rates of scholarly literature.  

Regardless of all these predictions and the rise of digital versions of the 
scientific journals, the review process and delays along with rising costs of access 
still hinder the growth of science. The publishers are able to hold the scientific 
community in their monopoly because the scientific journals still play an 
important and unique role in quality control, archiving papers and establishing 
scientific credit and credibility. Traditional scholarly publishing systems, until 
now, have failed the academic and research communities because of their high 
costs and restrictive policies. These factors have resulted in limited access to 
information, research, innovation, academic discussion and exchange of ideas. 
[Ng., 2009] 

The other most important issue in this regard is the copyright transfer 
where publishers do not pay academic authors; instead they often require authors 
to transfer copyright when they submit their work. All the related services like 
refereeing or reviewing along with paper or content authoring are provided by the 
scientific community free of any cost while the publishers use these services to 
sell back the same research to scientific community.  
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But now with alternative electronic publishing systems researchers have 
greater expectations that some of these problems will be solved. In mid nineties 
with the rising popularity of the World Wide Web (WWW), there was a big rush 
into electronic publishing with its promises of speed, efficiency and limitless 
accessibility. [Lawrence, 2001] provided statistical evidence that electronic 
publishing enabled wider diffusion of information. A number of journals have 
established electronic versions or even migrated entirely for electronic publication 
while retaining their peer review process. But still remains the access problem as 
digital versions apply restriction policies and rising costs for access. In recent 
times, several scholars and institutions have started to blame the current 
configuration of the publishing industry that permits commercial publishers to 
make money from government-funded research by restricting access to the 
research. This group of researchers, institutes, libraries and other such research 
organizations brought up the Open Access Initiative. 

3.1.1 The Open Access Movement:  

The main objective of Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI) was to accelerate 
the international efforts in order to make research articles in all academic fields 
freely available on web. The BOAI declaration proposes an alternative system of 
free access journals and self-archiving set-up in parallel to the commercially 
published journals (www.soros.org/openaccess). Open access journals are the 
journals that use a funding model which provide access to the readers free of any 
cost. From the BOAI definition of “open access”, a journal must provide users the 
right to “read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of 
these articles” (www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/boaifaq.htm). 

This philosophy has been further streamed in two main routes: the gold 
and the green routes to Open Access. The gold road to Open Access leads to the 
establishment of “a new generation of journals” that do not charge subscription or 
access fees from readers. In these journals the author or author’s institution pay a 
fee to the publisher to publish a peer-reviewed research. The impact of Open 
Access on the economic sustainability of publishers is still an open question. The 
second or “green” route to Open Access states that authors should be free to self-
archive or deposit a digital copy of their publication to a publicly-accessible 
domain.  

To date, there are more than 4814 open access journals listed in the 
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) (http://www.doaj.org/ accessed on 
March 12 2010). Below we will discus briefly the Open Access initiatives like 
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Open Access Journals, Open Archive Initiative and Open Educational Resource 
(OER) Movement. 

3.1.1.1 Open Access Journals 

Open access journals provided research content freely in electronic form. 
Examples of open access resources/organizations are Journal of Universal 
Computer Science (J.UCS), Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources 
Coalition (SPARC), Public Library of Science (PLoS), and Author Self-archiving.  

Since its conception, open access has generated a lot of controversies 
among the stakeholders, especially the publishers, librarians, scientists, funding 
agencies and consumers. Its implications have been hotly debated [Oppenheim, 
2008] [Ng., 2009]. 

3.1.1.2 The Open Archive Initiative:  

OAI (http://www.openarchives.org/) or the Open Archives Initiative develops and 
promotes interoperability standards that aim to facilitate the efficient 
dissemination of content. OAI has its roots in the open access and institutional 
repository movements. The Open Archive Initiative has substantially enlarged and 
improved availability and access to digital resources in various areas. The OAI 
provides two very important standards for data sharing named OAI-PMH (Open 
Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting ) and  OAI-ORE (Open 
Archives Initiative Object Reuse and Exchange).  

3.1.1.3 Open Educational Resources (OER) Movement 

Although learning resources are often considered as key intellectual property in a 
competitive higher education world, more and more institutions and individuals 
are sharing digital learning resources over the Internet openly and without cost, as 
open educational resources (OER).  

The [OECD, 2010] defined OER as “digitized materials offered freely and 
openly for educators, students and self-learners to use and reuse for teaching, 
learning and research”. Such resources are accumulated assets that can be enjoyed 
without restricting the possibilities of others to enjoy them. This means, as shown 
in the figure 3.2, that these resources should be non-rival (public goods), or that 
the value of the resource should be enlarged when used (open fountain of goods). 
Furthermore, to be “open” means that the resources either provide non-
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discriminatory access to the resource or can also be contributed to and shared by 
anyone.  

3.1.2 Shift in Scientific Publishing Paradigm -- 
Participatory Content  

Nature research article ‘Internet encyclopedias go head to head’ was the first to 
node the shift in scientific publishing paradigm. The article states that Wikipedia, 
the encyclopedia that relies on volunteers to pen its millions of entries, is about as 
accurate in covering scientific topics as Encyclopedia Britannica. The finding was 
based on a side-by-side comparison by an expert review process for articles 
covering a broad swath of the scientific spectrum. This brought into light the 
importance and marvelous rapid growth of knowledge which can be achieved by 
the open collaborative authoring systems like wikis at very low costs. 

 

Figure 3.2: Aspects of Openness 

With the advent of new participatory Web 2.0 enthusiasm, the 
collaborative and open way of generating, organizing, and managing knowledge 
has been on the rise in several fields of knowledge and life. The computer science 
field was the first to be affected by this collaborative revolution: free/open source 
software initiatives are a well known example of this. In the light of Web 2.0 
principles, the WWW represent the most common platform through which people 
interact and collaborate in order to create, share and disseminate knowledge. 
[McAfee, 2006] states the Web as a social platform, adding a new layer of 
information interactivity based on tagging, social networks, user-created 
taxonomies and content. This interactivity was backed by the distributed tools and 
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applications aimed at supporting the collective production, sharing and 
maintenance of various streams of knowledge such as text, photos, and videos . 
While some examples of the collaborative practices of scientific communities can 
be observed in applications like CiteULike etc, overall the scientific content 
publishing seems to be still far from catching up with the new collaborative, 
participatory and user centered solutions. Looking into the reasons for slow 
response of scientific community [Cuel,R. et al, 2010] pointed out that Web 2.0 
lags two soft drivers of the scientific scholarship which need to be considered  

(a) the knowledge certification abilities of publishers and 

(b) the need for reputation of authors  

Although the Web 2.0 applications provide a socio-technical mechanism 
for reputation and quality assurance but it lags strong review processes present in 
the current practice of scientific scholarship. Because of these reasons such 
systems lack confidence of the scientific communities. The current review 
processes, on the other hand, have also been criticized for their inherently 
delaying and nontransparent nature [Casati et al, 2009]. It also pointed out that a 
significant obstacle to change is that ‘people respected in the community are 
successful in the current system, and hence are not very interested in changing it’. 

On the other side within the Web 2.0, [Giles, 2005] mentions, the 
certification process of a certain piece of work is left to the auto-adjustment of the 
system. While this may be true for open first generation wiki systems but this is 
not true in a regulated wiki environment like EOL. The detailed discussion of 
EOL system is provided in the next sections.  

The second factor ‘author reputation’ is derived from the citation index of 
the publisher or the publishing journal. This indexing in return gives power to the 
publisher to restrict the access to knowledge and charge heavier costs for access. 
Many researchers have shown their discontent on publishers earning money from 
government funded research. The result was the open access movement as 
mentioned above. The journal indexing systems depend on citations and research 
suggests that they may not be flawless [Glänzel et. al,2004] [Figg et. al,2006]. 
The webometrics are considered as an alternate to these citation systems which 
will provide popularity to a piece of work and hence to its authors. The Web 2.0 
applications like CiteULike provide open metadata and databases based on 
tagging and bookmarking of scientific resources. These resources can be 
exploited to introduce new rich webometrics based knowledge diffusion and 
popularity indicators. 
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We propose that in the ecology of Web 2.0 applications a combination of 
wikis, personal WebPages or web-logs and tagging/bookmarking systems can 
provide a base platform for the future scientific publishing environments. Wikis 
can provide a diverse content aggregation or publishing platform with embedded 
certification processes while blogs and bookmarking systems can provide author 
reputation and publication mechanisms. The next section will compare the 
potentials of wikis and blogs while the role of tagging and bookmarking systems 
in knowledge diffusion will be discussed in the chapter 4.  

3.2  Wikis Vs. Blogs---- Collaborative Vs. Expert /  
Personal Knowledge 

Wikis and Blogs (Web logs) are two successful Web 2.0 collaborative authoring 
systems often mentioned together in literature. Although both are collaborative 
systems but they have stark differences regarding their working and applications. 
The scope of this chapter is limited to the collaborative publishing in wikis but we 
will discuss here the comparison of wikis with blogs so that their working and 
applications can be understood well. 

The collaborative environments which have sparked the most intense 
interest in recent years are blogs and wikis. Blogs can be characterized as 
traditional, centralized, one-to-many communications, where one or few selected 
authors have the authority to create and edit content, and publish, “push,” or 
broadcast the content to a community of readers (or audience) at predictable 
intervals [Szybalski, 2005] [John and Walker, 2006]. This in return gives 
popularity and hence the value to the authors in a community. Some blogs allow 
readers to post comments about the content but these contributions always remain 
secondary to the main content, which remains central. These comments provide 
an opportunity for feedback and improvement in the blogging entries and process. 
Blogs are similar to diaries or journals, and are often used to convey a singular 
point of view about a given topic (e.g. science, technology, music, movies, food, 
etc.). Blog entries represent author’s unique personality or distinctive point of 
view serving a central role in defining the content and attracting an audience. 
Higher the readership of the blogs more popular it is. Wikis, on the other hand, 
are decentralized; many-to-many communications where the entire community 
may create, delete or manipulate content incrementally overtime [Szybalski, 
2005]. Wikis are intensely collaborative, with the focus being on the development 
of the content, not the authors, who often remain anonymous, and they espouse a 
neutral point of view, or a blend of voices, through perpetual collaboration and 
negotiation [Fichter, 2005a]. 
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Blogs are chronologically organized and their focus is on currency. The 
most current entries in blogs are always on top, displacing previous content or 
pushing it down, regardless of importance. Contrary to blogs, wikis are content or 
topic-centric, and organized according to importance, with the most relevant or 
important part of any article usually remaining on top and in focus [Szybalski, 
2005]. This is a key distinction. Bloggers must continuously create fresh new 
topical content to keep their readers interested and engaged, while a wiki 
community may continuously make improvements to the same page, in addition 
to creating new content. 

‘Wikis are radically different than blogs and require a fundamentally 
different orientation towards truth and knowledge to be successful. By simply 
removing the traditional author-reader relationship, knowledge-building via wikis 
becomes a community effort, which requires a substantial paradigmatic shift from 
traditional views of truth and knowledge’ [Gijsbers, 2004]. On the other hand, 
blogs operate much the same way as traditional learning methodologies, with an 
author, teacher or expert imparting his/her knowledge to the public through 
mainly one-way mediums or communication channels. Blogs have readers, or 
audiences, while wikis strive to attract participants and collaborators. 

It is evident from the above discussions that blogs and wikis have different 
roles in the ecology of Web 2.0 knowledge sharing applications.   

3.2.1 Collaborative Knowledge Creation in Wikipedia   

In the Web 2.0 era of collaborative technologies, the rapid mass production of 
content and websites brought in mountains of partly new/redundant and 
distributed information which demands a great effort to develop an understanding 
on evolving new topics. Therefore, a need for the rapidly updating and current 
encyclopedic aggregation of knowledge about new concepts has never been felt 
stronger than in the Web 2.0 age, even in the presence of ‘googling’ technologies. 
Wikipedia was the first to take up this challenge and with the enthusiasm of 
‘social text’ gathered more than 15 million entries in 270 languages up till now 
(March 2010), achieving a milestone in this regard. 

The conventional encyclopedias lag behind the fast lanes of knowledge 
and information growth as they require periodic updating cycles or new paper 
editions. Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based online collaborative 
encyclopedia. The entries in Wikipedia are written collaboratively by largely 
anonymous internet volunteers who write without pay. Anyone with internet 
access can contribute to Wikipedia articles. Users do not even have to register to 
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edit content in Wikipedia. This low cost of participation is also considered its 
most distinctive feature. 

Wikipedia has been highlighted as a success story of low-cost 
collaborative knowledge systems. The openness of Wikipedia to new users has 
been cited as both a source of strength and weakness [Hafner, 2006]. One of its 
key strengths based on its open editing model lies in attracting contributions from 
new users who may make few edits. This suggests a kind of “wisdom of crowds” 
effect” [Surowiecki, 2004] in which quality of its content is derived by a large 
number of people making small contributions.[Kittur et. al, 2007] 

Due to its open editing policy people of all ages and cultural and social 
backgrounds can write Wikipedia articles as most of the articles can be edited by 
anyone with access to the Internet. The expertise or qualifications of the user is 
usually not considered. This openness has also attracted lot of controversy [Helic 
et al, 2008]. Critics have raised concerns whether multiple unpaid editors can 
match paid professionals for accuracy. The question was taken up by the Nature’s 
research team who performed .an expert-led investigation using peer review to 
compare Wikipedia and Britannica’s coverage of science. The astonishing results 
of investigation showed that the difference in accuracy was not particularly great: 
the average science entry in Wikipedia contained about 4 inaccuracies while 
Britannica contained about three. The only major criticism brought by 
investigating reviewers was about readability. They commented that the 
Wikipedia articles they reviewed were poorly structured and confusing. Another 
major problem complained about is the frequent occurrence of vandalism and 
misinformation in new entries of Wikipedia. Due to these problems scientific 
communities still feel reluctant to adopt Wikipedia as a resource for scientific 
scholarship. Recently in 2008 the EOL another wiki encyclopedia of life sciences 
was built upon the vision of Wikipedia. EOL enhances the vision of Wikipedia 
with semantic technologies along with a concept for assuring high quality content 
with the expert review process. EOL has been broadly welcomed by the scientific 
communities.  

3.3  Encyclopedia of Life (EOL) 

The desire to understand life forms on our planet is not new. The success of the 
Genome project, ‘one of the most significant achievements of modern science’ 
[NPACI, 2010] and the technological advancement in biology and informatics 
provide the foundation for ‘a leap for all life’ the Encyclopedia of Life (EOL). It 
is envisioned as the first major encyclopedia of the Web 2.0 that will cover the 
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breadth and depth of authentic and comprehensive information as ‘a macro scope 
for biodiversity and an entry point into virtually all of biological knowledge’ 
[Patterson, 2007]. It also aims to ‘combine the authority of a traditional print 
behemoth with the collaborative spirit of the Web's user-created Wikipedia’ 
[ScienceNews, 2007] to create a separate web page for each species on earth. 

The vision of the EOL is not a new one: Already in the 1990s, Daniel 
Janzen from the University of Pennsylvania was among the first to address 
species pages. More than 10 years later, E.O Wilson articulated Janzen’s idea in 
his essay “The Encyclopedia of Life” [Wilson, 2003] and became one of the 
leading proponents of the EOL. As stated, the goal of the EOL is to serve as an 
online reference source and database for each and every of the 1.8 million species 
that are known and named today, and for those who are still to be discovered. A 
comparable knowledge pool has never been available to the scientific community 
or society before. The vision of EOL was possible only because in the recent 
years, crucial tools like semantic technologies and wiki-style editing have proven 
mature enough to be used on a grand scale. 

3.3.1 Comparison: Wikipedia Vs. EOL 

In this section, the concept of the EOL will be compared with the concept of the 
Wikipedia. Wikipedia is chosen mainly because of two reasons: It is freely 
available and uses a similar authoring environment. Although both EOL and 
Wikipedia claim to be encyclopedias, they strongly differ in their goals. In general 
Wikipedia aims to build a widespread base of knowledge; in contrast EOL 
focuses to gather all the knowledge in the field of biology, creating a repository of 
the expert knowledge. As a result, articles in Wikipedia are numerous covering 
the breadth of knowledge, but most of the time missing a detailed level, while 
EOL focuses on a particular topic, hence articles are expected to be on a 
consistently detailed level covering the depth in that topic. 

The comparison focuses on the three aspects content, stake holder and 
technologies. Wikipedia is a grown up encyclopedia, addressing the phenomenon 
of mass authoring to the area of content creation in a wiki environment. 
Everybody may contribute to any subject in the Wikipedia regardless of his 
knowledge in the particular field. Wikipedia is suitable for providing an overview 
of a topic of interest towards a knowledge-seeker who can be anybody, including 
scientists. 
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Figure 3.3: Novice and expert view [www.eol.org] 

However, the usage of the content of the Wikipedia for scientific purposes 
is very limited, because of the lack of validity from the scientific community. In 
Wikipedia, plain text is dominating, multimedia content is scarce. Due to the 
collaborative nature of content creation, quality of content in Wikipedia is 
inconsistent and can easily be vandalized or falsified. Wikipedia lacks a workflow 
for quality assurance. A wiki-based discussion forum is aimed to support the 
collaboration of the authors and changes may be (but do not necessarily have to 
be) discussed there before they are conducted. Wikipedia also lacks 
personalization features and a bulk of content has to be browsed to find the 
relevant information on a topic. 

Contrary to Wikipedia, the EOL uses a well defined workflow for 
information structuring and validation of content. Moreover, EOL is enriched 
with personalization features to facilitate end-users to organize the content in the 
form they like it. For scientists, motivation of publishing within the EOL is high 
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because, unlike Wikipedia, EOL holds the potential for reputation for the content 
creator. Due to the peer reviewed nature, EOL may even become a major platform 
for scientific publishing in biology in future. 

The EOL incorporates pre-authenticated content as well as fresh content, 
which has to be peer reviewed by scientists, before being accessible to the public. 
The peer review is a formal authentication process, conducted by scientists, who 
are experts in the respective species. The pre-authenticated content is drawn from 
data-providers consisting of well-established research organizations from all over 
the world. Contributors for the fresh content may range from scientists to anybody 
with an interest in the domain of biology and biodiversity. Content in EOL will 
differ from content in Wikipedia regarding multimedia enrichments including 
images, audio and videos. 

Both Wikipedia and EOL use a wiki-like environment for the creation and 
usage of the content. Wikipedia supports the collaborative content creation with 
technologies like discussion wikis for each article and a revision control to 
counteract vandalism. Wikipedia offers no tools for reusing its content in different 
environments, except a simple option to download the whole Wikipedia in a huge 
file. Wikipedia lacks in current technologies including Tagging, Ajax or semantic 
ones. The Semantic Media Wiki (http://ontoworld.org/wiki/Semantic_Media 
Wiki) tries to enhance the Media Wiki, which is the underlying wiki for the 
Wikipedia, with Semantics. The EOL presents itself in an aesthetically pleasing 
way, offering vast multimedia support for the learner, out-rivaling the Wikipedia 
in the way the information is presented. The EOL is based on an interactive wiki-
like environment. In the front-end the content elements are dynamically structured 
depending on the knowledge level of the learner by using a skill slider to select 
the expertise level. The figure 3.3 shows that the content in the novice level is 
more compact and easier to understand than in the expert level. When the slider is 
moved, both the available subtopics and the content of the article itself change 
according to the new skill level. News-feeds (RSS), podcasts and expert chats are 
provided to build a better understanding and up to date information on the topics 
of interest e.g. the latest scientific publications on a particular species. The EOL 
allows personalization of the content regarding the special needs of the learner by 
using bookmarking, tagging and widgets. 

The EOL search is different to common search tools in the web, providing 
fine tuned semantic search mechanisms to cater for large and diverse set of end 
users. Due to the semantic algorithms, based on the underlying biological 
taxonomy, search is smarter and more relevant search results are retrieved. As an 
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example, if one searches for the term ‘habitat polar bear’ the search result 
presented will be the corresponding content on the habitat of the polar bear. A 
taxonomic map visualized as a graph will show links between the polar bear and 
its related species. 

Contrary to Wikipedia where the content can only be dumped to a file, 
EOL provides sophisticated tools for reuse and mash-up of content. Based on the 
EOL content, modules can be developed allowing interested parties like research 
facilities or learning institutions to customize the interfaces or to conduct data 
mining according to their respective needs. 

3.4  Dynamically Creating Wiki Pages Using 
Section Tagging  

Authoring and editing processes in wiki systems are often tedious. Sheer amount 
of information makes it difficult for authors to organize the related information in 
a way that is easily accessible and retrievable for future reference. Social 
bookmarking systems provide possibilities to tag and organize related resources 
that can be later retrieved by navigating in so-called tag clouds. Usually, tagging 
systems do not offer a possibility to tag sections of resources but only a resource 
as a whole. However, authors of new wiki pages are typically interested only in 
certain parts of other pages that are related to their current editing process. This 
work describes a new approach applied in a wiki-based online encyclopedia that 
allows authors to tag interesting wiki page sections. The tags are then used to 
dynamically create new wiki pages out of tagged sections for further editing. 

3.4.1  Content Creation and Information Restructuri ng 

The popularity of social software has brought up new user generated content and 
metadata resources in the form of wikis, blogs, social tagging and bookmarking 
applications. These new systems have emerged as a major force reshaping the 
information spaces on the World Wide Web to better serve both collaborative and 
personalized information needs of users. In social software applications Web has 
drifted towards users’ content creation instead of the commercial content as a 
major contributing factor to Web resources. For instance, wikis are used for 
sharing, management, and organization of knowledge. Wikipedia is a user-created 
encyclopedia and a well known example of a wiki system. Wiki systems are 
asynchronous, collaborative authoring and content versioning systems where any 
user can add and edit content. A new version of the page is stored in the system 
after each editing operation [Désilets et al, 2005]. 
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In wiki systems, user’s content-creation/authoring processes involve 
laborious tasks like information selection from diverse resources, restructuring, 
modification, and adaptation of information object according to the perceived 
context [Nelson et. al, 2008]. The reuse of existing content in the form of copy-
paste mechanisms in order to restructure and create new documents is applied by 
authors frequently. For example, a typical editing workflow in wiki systems 
involves investigating volumes of information wherein fact only small part of that 
information is relevant to the current user need. Thus, the user has to browse all 
the resources again and again to review the related pieces of information from 
their relevant or selected resources. This typically requires a lot of effort and time. 

On the other hand resource organization with tagging and bookmarking 
services like Delicious, CiteULike or Bibsonomy have received community focus 
due to ease of use and information discovery mechanisms. In social tagging and 
bookmarking applications users assign free form keywords and annotations to the 
addresses (URLs) of an information resource(e.g., a web page) [Hammond et. al, 
2005]. These keywords relate the current user context to the content of a tagged 
resource. The weighted set of keywords (tags) assigned to a resource by all users 
within a system is called the tag cloud. Tag cloud is a visual representation of tag 
terms in which their font is scaled according to their frequency weights. 

As [Ames and Naaman, 2007]  suggests the user motivation to tag a 
resource might be organizational or communicational on one hand, and on the 
other hand the users tag resources for their personal use and/or to share them with 
others. For example, users who tag resources for their personal use in an 
organizational sense use social tagging applications to organize interesting, 
important, and related resources according to their current needs. The tags are 
applied as a support for later search and retrieval of tagged resources via search or 
navigating the tag cloud. Typically, the tag cloud provides an overview of defined 
tags showing only the tags themselves but not the actual content of the tagged 
resources. The resources are represented via navigable links. Another motivation 
of using tags is to share them with other users and in such a scenario tags are 
typically used in a communicational sense to send signals to other users about 
resources that might be of interest in a more general case. 

Regardless of users tagging scope- personal resource organization or 
sharing it with others- they have to tag the whole resource. This, however, does 
not always fulfill the users need. For example, users are often viewing content and 
are interested only in one part of the whole content. For future use users tag and 
bookmark it with a keyword that would be helpful later to retrieve the content. In 
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this case users tag the whole content with a navigational keyword useless to 
represent the context of resource but a useful one for them to reach the content 
section of their interest. This unrelated navigational tag in tag cloud will create 
noise. But users have no option to tag a particular interesting section within the 
whole resource. Such an option of tagging apart of resource may increase the user 
efficiency for later content retrieving, as well as help reducing noise from 
document tag cloud and providing a separate content-focused section tag cloud. 
To overcome above mentioned problems we present a novel modified social 
tagging approach. The benefit of such an approach has been illustrated in a wiki 
system on the example of simplifying the editing process. We call this new 
approach section-tagging as it supports users to assign keywords and annotate 
sections of a wiki page. 

3.4.2 Prototype Application 

To practically implement and test the idea, we extended the functionality of an 
online encyclopedia called Austria-Forum with section tagging along with the 
conventional social tagging. The Austria Forum was selected for its similarities 
with the example case of EOL. Similar to EOL, Austria forum presents an 
environment of a regulated wiki where the content quality is ensured by the 
editorial board. 

The next sections describe in more details the Austria-Forum system, the 
idea of section tagging in Austria-Forum, how it may be used to support content 
retrieval, simplification of atypical editing workflow and the implementation of 
section-tagging idea within Austria-Forum.  

3.4.2.1  Austria Forum 

Austria-Forum (http://www.austria-forum.org) is a networked information system 
that manages a very large repository of information items, where new information 
items are easily published, edited, checked, assessed, and certified, and where the 
correctness and a high quality of each of these items is backed by a person that is 
accepted as an expert in a particular field. Consequently, each of the information 
items is citable as any other editorially checked content and might be used in 
education, scientific research, or journalism. The content of Austria-Forum is 
always related to Austria – as such Austria-Forum might be seen as an Austrian 
online encyclopedia. 

In the first experimental phase of Austria-Forum the system had an 
editorial board of more than 20 editors and a growing community of users. The 
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number of users who contributed with the content was more than 100. The 
number of unique users who have visited the site is around 4000 each month. The 
current number of contributions is around 80000 (including pictures and videos as 
well as the content converted from the well-known Austrian cultural information 
system AEIOU, http://aeiou.iicm.tugraz.at., visited on March 30, 2009), out of 
which around 6000 are user-generated contributions –approximately 8% of all 
contributions. Most of these user contributions are pictures and photos, with a 
small number of blogs, discussion forum posts, and comments. Although these 
numbers are quite substantial for a site that has been online experimentally a more 
active community involvement is desired. Community tools and facilities are 
already present in the system. However, as a number of users suggested, usability 
and a better integration of different community tools with the main system needs 
to be improved. 

Therefore, the original system that was technically based on an in house 
developed content-management system has been replaced by open-source wiki 
software called JSP Wiki (http://www.jspwiki.org). The idea here is that more 
users will be attracted to a well-known collaborative authoring tool such as wiki. 
Moreover, the intention is to offer a number of community tools that will support 
users in retrieving information quickly and reduce the complexity of editing 
workflow. Among such tools is also the above presented section-tagging tool. 

Even if the Austria-Forum wiki is still under development, it nearly offers 
ideal environment to test the concept because a huge amount of test data is 
available. 

3.4.2.2  Section Tagging and Personalization 

Section tagging is a novel social tagging approach which allows users to annotate 
the content of interest within a resource using free form keywords. The 
implemented approach differs from existing tagging and bookmarking services in 
the following way. First, it allows the tagging of subdocument level content. 
Second, tag retrieves not merely the set of links annotated by tag keyword but 
also the actual content of the tagged sections. Thus, when the user clicks on a tag 
all sections from wiki pages that have been tagged with the particular term by the 
specific user are dynamically loaded and presented to the user in the form of a 
standard wiki page. 

The section of a wiki page is a self explaining piece of information about 
some topic of interest. Tagged content snippets in the case of section tagging have 
conceptual relationship to perceived structure of an information object that the 
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user relates to the tag terms. Hence, the context of information snippet of user’s 
interest is more relevant to the user perception of an information object in relation 
to the tag terms. The underlying idea of such an approach is based on 
personalized content aggregation from different wiki pages because the wiki 
system may not hold the required information in one page but typically in various 
pages. Personalization in Austria-Forum refers to the content annotation and 
aggregation from different wiki pages according to users’ intent. A typical 
personalization scenario involves users collecting, customizing, and modifying 
diverse text snippets from different wiki pages within an informational focus 
being described by the given tag keyword. 

System offers two levels of personalization: 

- Users can tag and annotate sections of wiki pages as well as full pages 
and hence personalize the content of interest. 

- A dynamic personalized wiki page content view is created for a user by 
aggregating all sections tagged by him with a particular keyword. The aggregated 
sections are retrieved from the same versions of wiki pages which were used 
while tagging. The rank of a particular section within this aggregated set is 
determined by the frequency of same tag assigned by other users to this section. 

The resulting dynamic personalized wiki page can further be 
collaboratively edited to create a logically complete information object reflecting 
the particular user context. After user has completed the editing they can publish 
it on the wiki where everyone can improve it further if needed. The system 
facilitates further the personal/collaborative knowledge creation and management. 
Dynamic wiki pages created by collecting snippets of information from diverse 
wiki pages allow users to restructure and organize information on multiple axes of 
personalization. Currently, the section tagging is primarily used for supporting 
editing workflow in the system. For example, suppose that an author is writing a 
new contribution on the Mozart’s birth house. Before writing about the birth 
house the author wants to have an introductory section about Mozart that includes 
the basic biographical information, the list of Mozart symphonies and a picture of 
the Mozart monument in Vienna. The basic biographical information is included 
in the first section of the page on Mozart biography, the list of symphonies is 
described in the page on Mozart’s work and the Mozart monument is depicted in 
the page that talks about monuments in Vienna. Thus, the author tags all the 
appropriate section in pages in question with a tag “Mozart”. In the personal 
section-tag cloud the tag “Mozart” is now visible. When the author clicks on that 
tag a new dynamic wiki page including three tagged sections from three different 
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wiki pages is created on the fly. The author chooses to save the dynamically 
created page in the system. Now, the author can access the new page as any other 
wiki page and edit it by restructuring sections and adding new sections about 
Mozart’s birth house. 

3.4.3  Implementation Aspects 

As described before, the core of the section-tagging mechanism is to allow users 
to tag not only a whole wiki page, but also to tag a particular section (identified 
with a heading). In this way users add semantic information to arbitrary sections 
of different wiki pages. In the next step, it is possible to extract sections referred 
by a particular tag and to create a new personalized wiki page out of tagged 
content snippets. The implementation of the section concept is comprised of two 
functional modules, called Section-Tagging (ST) and Personalized-Content-
Creation (PCC) module. The JSP Wiki system is based on a clean and extensible 
plug-in and filter architecture that allows easy addition and configuration of new 
modules. The filter mechanism allows on the fly parsing and modifying of wiki 
pages before they are rendered. 

On the other hand, the plug-in mechanism allows server-side code to be 
referenced from within a wiki page. This code dynamically produces wiki content 
that can be included in the wiki page that refers to the plug-in. Thus, technically 
the ST module is a filter module as it inserts section-tagging functionality into 
already existing wiki pages by pre-processing them; the PCC module is a plug-in 
module that dynamically creates a new wiki page according to the selected tag 
and the tagged sections from various wiki pages.  

3.4.3.1  Section Tagging Module 

ST module is a filter for pre-processing of rendered wiki pages. This unit is 
responsible for extending document object model (DOM) of a rendered wiki page 
via a JavaScript module called ST form module. As shown in Figure 3.4, this 
module supplies a simple to use pop-up form (red colored box in front of section) 
that visualizes particular semantic section information by an onmouseover effect 
and letting the user tag a section using the onclick event. Moreover the ST form 
module also supplies the database connector module with information about the 
currently tagged section number and page version. 

The actual centerpiece of the ST module is a unit called ST plug-in. It 
loads and manipulates the data from the ST data storage backend module, extracts 
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user data from the ST security module and handles data sent by the ST form 
module via XMLHTTPRequest (see Figure 3.5). 

As a data storage module the open-source content-management system 
Scuttle (http://sourceforge.net/projects/scuttle) is deployed. The database itself is 
not accessed by the API which the system offers but by the database connector 
module which extracts user data such as username and IP address directly from 
the JSP Wiki user session module. This user data record is stored together with a 
special section URI to the Scuttle database by the plug-in module every time a 
section is tagged by the user, in order to guarantee an unambiguous relationship 
between user and tagged sections. 

In order to have a clear relationship between page sections, page versions 
and corresponding tags and still offer a readable URI without changing the 
database structure itself, the well known(X)HTML method of creating links 
within a hypertext document was adopted in the following form: 

http://<URI>#<section ID>_<version> 

Thus a section of a wiki page can be easily addressed to a tag and vice 
versa by adding a fraction identifier holding information about the section ID 
(<section ID>) and page version (<version>). 

3.4.3.2 Personalized-Content-Creation Module 

The PCC module is implemented as a plug-in that can be included in any wiki 
page. Currently, this module is included in a personalized wiki page that is shown 
on the right-side of the user screen. It shows a standard tag cloud with tags 
assigned by a particular user to wiki page sections of interest. When a user clicks 
on a tag the PCC module retrieves all tagged sections using the appropriate wiki 
page versions. The sections are then dynamically combined into a wiki page that 
is shown to the user. The user has then the possibility to edit and modify this new 
wiki page using the standard wiki editor and to save the editing operations in a 
completely new wiki page for later retrieval. 
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Figure 3.4: ST form module 

 Moreover, the dynamic page can be still retrieved at all times by simply clicking 
on the appropriate tag. Note that the dynamic page is always created on the fly, 
thus whenever the user adds tags to sections of some other wiki pages this will be 
reflected in the dynamic page as the page will include the new sections. 

3.5 Concluding Remarks 

By lowering, and often removing the technical barriers of entry and participation, 
wikis can not only drastically reduce the cost of knowledge creation and 
management, but they can also vastly improve the process of creating and 
disseminating information from the bottom-up, where the community itself 
creates, organizes and disseminates the information that it wants and needs 
[Dickerson,2004]. 

The chapter presented an overview of open Wikipedia and regulated EOL 
Wiki environments regarding scientific scholarship. A novel approach for tagging 
sections of wiki pages has been presented which lowers the barrier of content 
editing, restructuring and importing new content from other pages. This approach 
is able to personalize the users’ content in an efficient way. It has reduced the 
manual effort required to author a wiki-page about a topic. Often, the wiki system 
may not have the required information in one page but typically in various pages. 
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Figure 3.5: Architectural diagram of the ST module 

Therefore, a combination of the social tagging approach with the wiki concept in 
an innovative manner facilitates an easy retrieval of the relevant content in the 
form of a new dynamically created wiki page. Such dynamic wiki pages created 
by collecting snippets of information from diverse wiki pages allow users to 
restructure and organize information on multiple axes that best fit their current 
needs. 

It is assumed that the tool (granular tagging, content import and 
personalization plug-in) will provide rapid content creation and will add to the 
fecundity of Wiki environment. Higher the growth of wiki knowledge base 
greater will be the diffusion. As this is a prototype application and the scope of 
tagging and aggregating content is within the wiki environment, it proves the 
implementation concept only. The true power of importing and coalescing content 
for rapid knowledge creation will come with the extension of this approach to 
selection tagging browser plug-in. 

Future work, in this regard, will be extended to implement and study the 
following: 
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• Interesting aspects of global section-tag clouds will be the tag and 
section selection strategy in the case that there are numerous sections 
tagged by a particular tag. A collaborative filtering approach taking into 
account the user profiles might be needed to limit the sections only to 
those that are most relevant. 
• Extending the section-tagging approach to arbitrary web resources 
with selection tagging plug-in. This can be implemented as browser plug-
in in future which will gather the tagged content in a dynamic wiki system 
as a web-based service. This will increase the diffusion of content from 
the Web to the Wiki.  
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Chapter 4:  Measurement and Diffusion of 
Knowledge using Bookmarks and Tags 

 

 

Social bookmarking and tagging services are popular web-based systems that 
allow users to share, classify, and discover interesting resources on the web. 
Recently, such applications are gaining high popularity in scientific communities. 
The applications like Bibsonomy (www.bibsonomy.org), CiteULike 
(www.citeulike.org) and Connotea (www.connotea.org) are some examples of 
such systems. This chapter explores the potential of tagging and bookmarking 
systems to indicate diffusion of knowledge. It further probes their similarities to 
citations which are a conventional measure of diffusion of knowledge. The 
following research questions are addressed in this chapter. 

RQ.1. Does tagging/bookmarking indicate knowledge diffusion? 

RQ.2. What similarities do exist between tags and citations and how can we use 
them?  

The research questions 1 and 2 are further subdivided into following sub-
questions 

RQ.1.1. Is there any positive correlation among bookmark counts and citations? 

RQ.1.2. Can citation rank be predicted from bookmark count rank? 

RQ.2.1. What information do tag terms hold about citations?  

RQ.2.2. How the important and related resources in bookmarking systems can be 
linked to other scientific resources in digital scientific repositories. 

The figure 4.1 explains the progress flow for this chapter based on 
multiple published works. The parts of this chapter are published in two 
conference [Us Saeed et al 2008a] [Us Saeed et al 2008b] and one journal paper 
[Us Saeed et al 2010]. [Us Saeed et al 2008a] study the statistical correlation 
among bookmarks and citations. It also discovers that tag keywords appear 

Diffusion of Knowledge using Diffusion of Knowledge using Diffusion of Knowledge using Diffusion of Knowledge using 
Bookmarks and TagsBookmarks and TagsBookmarks and TagsBookmarks and Tags 

ChapterChapterChapterChapter    

4 
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frequently in citing titles. [Us Saeed et al 2008b] compare a citation rank 
prediction from bookmarks and coauthor network. [Us Saeed et al 2010] propose 
a tag recommendation system for scientific resources. 

 

Figure 4.1: Progress Flow for the chapter 4 

4.1  Introduction 

Knowledge is of prime importance for economic and social development. The 
diffusion of knowledge holds an important role in the creation and distribution of 
knowledge boons. The diffusion of published (codified) scientific knowledge has 
been mainly investigated in the past to study the structures and properties of 
knowledge diffusion in scientific domain. In science and technology citations are 
considered as an indicator for volume of diffusion of a published work. Citation is 
a relationship between two published papers or articles where normally the 
author(s) of ‘citing’ paper infer(s) from and refer(s) to the part of ‘cited’ paper 
used to extend or create new knowledge published in the ‘citing’ paper. Citations 
are also used to measure the impact of research. It is considered that, to some 
extent, collaborative behavior may affect the citations of a paper or an article. 
Usually researchers collaborate and jointly report in their research publications. 
The new ideas and findings of research are established after conversations among 
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them. When more than one authors share a published work, they are called 
coauthors. Co-authorship analysis and citation analysis are the popular techniques 
used to assess diverse aspects of knowledge, in science and technology. 
Knowledge diffusion in general is analyzed using diffusion of innovations, 
epidemiology, collaboration network analysis (co-authorship analysis) and 
citation analysis techniques. 

In addition to the study of the diffusion of (codified) scientific knowledge 
through citations, the need of web based indicators for assessment of different 
aspects of science and technology has also been pointed out in [Scharnhorst and 
Wouters 2006] [Day 2008]. The latest developments in the Web termed ‘Web 2.0’ 
or ‘Social Web’ has provided access to open source data and metadata resources. 
Kleinberg argues that the web will ‘bring evolution in future in the ways of 
scientists’ work and their communication’ [Kleinberg 2004]. Furthermore, the 
recent trends of contributory web and inflated web-based publishing have the 
potential to blur the boundaries of formal and informal scientific communications. 
The applications like the ‘Encyclopedia of Life’ (EOL) may become very popular 
future publishing platforms for scientists [Us Saeed et al 2007]. Every day, the 
research work is getting more and more convoluted with the emerging structures 
of web. It is feared that the dynamics of diffusion of scientific literature on the 
web in future may not be assessable by conventional techniques alone. This 
emphasizes the need for a particular type of web indicators, one of which may be 
bookmarking /tagging , which are within the streams of this new form of web 
evolution. The research in this chapter intends to explore the potentials of these 
bookmarking applications in the diffusion of knowledge and its estimation. 
Tagging practices have an added advantage to augment the understanding of 
knowledge diffusion by providing an additional element – the user context in 
tagging a resource of knowledge (to understand the better reason about the usage 
of knowledge). 

Initial probing shows that bookmark counts in CiteULike mines the 
interest of researchers in a particular scientific resource. The bookmark counts are 
correlated positively with the citations of that resource. This result can be used to 
establish the popularity and hence citation count or quality of that resource. The 
research also concludes that the tag terms assigned by users to a particular 
scientific paper of WWW‘06, in social bookmarking applications, frequently re-
occur in the titles of its citing papers. This shows that tag terms hold the context 
of diffusion of a scientific research.  
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4.2  Social Bookmarking and its Potentials in 
Measuring Knowledge Diffusion 

Social bookmarking and tagging has become a very successful phenomenon in the 
web and getting more popular day by day. Systems adhering to these principles 
transform the way in which users manage and disseminate content in the 
conventional web environment. These systems enable the users to add keywords 
(tags) to web resources (web-pages, images, documents, papers) without having 
to rely on a controlled vocabulary [Marlow et al 2006]. It's potential to improve 
the search on the web, resulted in new forms of social communication and 
generated new opportunities for data mining. This research probes bookmarking 
and tagging as a medium to measure the knowledge diffusion. The past research 
identifies the inability of tagging systems to have control on the users for 
specifying relevant tags to the resource and handling manipulation of these tags to 
various contexts. One approach adopted here in the proposed recommendation 
system for filtering the tags with the author key words as seeds can also be 
effective to resolve this vocabulary problem. 

In the fields of emergent semantic [Mika, 2005], Information Retrieval 
[Wu et al. 2006], [Hotho et al, 2006] and user profiling [Huang et al, 2008] 
tagging is considered as a driving component [Michlmayr et al.  2007]. 
Information retrieval and textual mining is already being used in many decision 
making systems, such as in the case of medical sciences [Holzinger et al, 2008]. 
Tagging can also be helpful in these systems as ‘in a collaborative tagging system, 
tags codify the knowledge of relationships among documents and concepts 
represented by the tags. Harvesting individual through folksonomies therefore can 
benefit the whole society’ [Wu et al 2006]. Mika [Mika 2005] has studied the 
tagging behaviors and their usage in del.icio.us, an emerging bookmaking service. 
He used actor, concept, and instance nodes as a tripartite graph to explain the 
emergence of ontologies from social context where he considers tags as a socially 
represented concept.  

This study intends to compare the tagging behaviors with the knowledge 
diffusion mechanisms and their corresponding contexts. It is also used for 
effective tags extraction and resource recommendation for scientific papers. 
Literature has shown that ‘context’ became an important consideration in any 
discussion of codified knowledge [Cowan et al 2000]. However, in previous 
works there were very limited explicating instances about the usage of context in 
diffusion studies. For example, Tsai described the contextual flow of knowledge 
within scope of an organization [Tsai 2001] and Chen used context in the 
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geospatial distribution of diffusion [Chen et al 2007]. Heterogeneity of context in 
reuse of knowledge implies the need for an indicator in which the constituent 
parts can be rendered commensurably. Tags may augment the context of the 
knowledge being used by different users [Wu et al 2006]. The Figure 4.3 in the 
next section shows that how tagging can be used to identify the diffusion context. 

Previously many constructs has been employed to measure the Knowledge 
diffusion, one of the popular and important one is Citations. Citations are studied 
in different ways like scientific fronts, a service provided by ISI since Feb 2008 
which performs a co-citation analysis within different subfields of a broad subject.  
They built subfields by extracting keywords from titles of highly co-cited papers.  
But there is a lack of a standard taxonomy for a particular field. For example if 
someone want to study subfields for computer science, one may suggest that 
ACM standard taxonomy can be used, but research has shown that a large amount 
of documents in digital libraries are not categorized according to this taxonomy 
and then mapping of papers to this classification becomes problematic when the 
paper is not explicitly stated into a particular category which is the case in most of 
the papers [Cameron et al 2007].Previous research showed that there are certain 
limitations of citations like 1). citations of existing papers do not necessarily mean 
that the cited-by paper is regenerating knowledge by using knowledge from the 
cited papers 2) Citations inability to highlight the real context of the citing paper 
for example citations are made to just give a broad level background study and the 
context of cited paper is not always clear by reading the citing paper. 3) Citation 
analysis may not always predict the contextual use of the knowledge 4) Limitation 
of citations to just understand the codified knowledge. For example in the case of 
applied research, knowledge is not often used to create new knowledge, thus 
receives a fewer citations but is used practically in various fields. This knowledge 
for practice, however, cannot be measured by citations.   

By taking these limitations in account, this research has proposed that 
bookmarking/tagging got a potential to be used as a supplementary measure in 
predicting and estimating the contextualized knowledge diffusion. Tagging may 
explicate the contexts of diffusion in a more convincing way as compared to 
citations because tags are explicitly specified by the users in their own context 
when viewing a particular paper. For example a user tags a particular paper most 
of the time as “Web 2.0”, but at the same time other contexts of users for that 
particular paper will also be a part of its tag cloud. As investigated by Mika, these 
tags and their proportional percentages can be used to make an automatic 
taxonomy [Mika 2005]. 
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This work explores the potential of bookmarking and tagging with safe 
assumption, that people tag something: 1) if they conceptually understand the 
content and 2) if they perceive it to be useful in their own context (of work). 

4.2.1 Empirical Relationship (Bookmarks/Tags vs 
Citations ) 

The exploratory case studies [Us Saeed et al 2008a] [Us Saeed et al 2008b] were 
performed to find potential of tagging and bookmarking systems. The published 
84 papers of the conference World Wide Web 2006 (WWW’06) were analyzed. 
The WWW’06 was selected as a dataset because of its special focus and 
popularity. Papers presented at the WWW conference series generally discuss the 
future evolution of the web. That’s why, the expectation was to find WWW 
papers both frequently cited and tagged in social bookmarking applications. The 
higher numbers of citations show the large scale of volumetric knowledge 
diffusion and high impact of scientific resources. The citation ranks for research 
papers are usually predicted using various factors. These factors include multi-
author publications, geographical positions of co-authors, co-authors’ network, 
and multi-institutional involvement in a publication. However, with the evolution 
of the Web 2.0, bookmarking and tagging applications may provide a popularity 
measure for scientific resources. As the focus of study was to compare different 
citation prediction models, a dataset of research papers from a conference which 
is popular and within a particular focus related to the web was selected (so that 
the potential research community is already integrated within the bookmarking 
systems). Considering all these factors, World Wide Web conference was 
selected.  

The event from the year 2006 is taken, because tagging applications were 
not popular before the year 2006. The assumption was that a certain degree of 
popularity would be required for representing real tagging behaviors. The event 
from 2007 or 2008 was not select because normally it takes 1-2 years to enable 
the regeneration of the new knowledge.  

The selected papers are explored in three common social bookmarking and 
tagging systems CiteULike11, BibSonomy12 and Del.icio.us13. Although 
BibSonomy and Del.icio.us give access to their search APIs, yet our initial 
experiments showed that searching a particular paper which have some special 

                                                 

11 http://www.citeulike.org/ 
12 http://www.bibsonomy.org 
13 http://del.icio.us/ 
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characters (like : , - _ ‘ “  & vs. / etc.) in its title does not find its match in the 
tagging application. It was found that sometime the same user (who tags a 
resource) is listed repetitively for one paper in these applications. It was also 
found that sometimes same user tags the same paper with different tags in 
different times. This leads to miscount of the total number of users for a paper. By 
considering all of these limitations, the bookmark counts, tags and the users in 
these applications were safely explored. Citations were acquired from Google 
scholar14 manually because Google Scholar does not provide open access API to 
explore the citations. The dataset was tabulated year wise from bookmarks/tags 
and citations with the paper numbers as ‘ids’ and their titles extracted from 
WWW‘06 website15. The ids are maintained in the order of paper titles listed on 
the website. Figure 4.2 depicts various modules of the study design for the 
research. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Modules of the study design  

                                                 

14 http://scholar.google.com/ 
15 http://www2006.org/ 
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The next section explains how the data sets for bookmarks, citations, co-
authors’ network were acquired prior to computing different citation prediction 
models. 

Tags and bookmarks for WWW‘06 papers were collected from the 
CiteULike, BibSonomy and Del.icio.us based on their popularity in the Web 
research community. The total bookmarks for the 84 papers were 1051. Citations 
for WWW‘06 papers were acquired using Google Scholar. Although Google 
Scholar does not provide a search API for citation extraction, but Google Scholar 
was chosen because of its large index. Google Scholar index covers "peer-
reviewed papers, theses, books, abstracts and articles, from academic publishers, 
professional societies, preprint repositories, universities and other scholarly 
organizations" [About Google Scholar 2009]. Google Scholar also finds some 
false positive citations like citations to press releases, resumes, and links to 
bibliographic records for cookbooks [Price 2004]. But all citations for WWW‘06 
papers were extracted manually. The total citations for the 84 papers were 1165. 

4.2.2 Author’s and Co-authors’ Network 

The citation rank studies are usually based on co-authors’ network. In this study 
the citation rank for WWW‘06 papers was computed based on number of 
bookmarks and co-authors’ network. To build a co-authors’ network, a dataset of 
DBLP++ [Diederich et al 2007] was selected. This is an enhanced dataset of 
DBLP (a digital library for computer science publications). DBLP indexes 
WWW‘06 conference in particular and contains 1,048,576 publication records in 
general. DBLP is managed manually. Due to this, it does not include the inherited 
problems of autonomous systems. This module performs four tasks: 

1) Finds authors of papers of WWW‘06 conference. 2) Finds citing 
authors for all papers of WWW‘06.  3) Computes a co-authors’ network based on 
the original authors of the paper. The co-authors’ network is computed up to 2 
degrees of separation. The average co-authors’ network for WWW‘06 authors 
was 119. 4) Computes self citations and citations by a co-author’s network.   

There were 1165 overall citation for WWW‘06 conference papers. Self 
citations were 208. Citations, in the first level co-authors’ network, were 60 and 
citations, in the second level co-authors’ network, were 26. These figures also 
indicate that self citations and citations in co-authors’ network (up to 2 levels) 
accumulatively were only 25% of all citations. 
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4.2.3 Findings from the Study 

• Bookmark counts positively correlate to citations 

It was found that a positive correlation (r=0,65, p=2.133 e-11) exists between the 
total number of bookmarks and the total number of citations from May 2006 to 
May 2008 for all the papers. This finding indicates that the bookmarking and 
tagging behavior somehow matches with the citation behavior. 

• Bookmarking may have the potential to foretell the future volume of 
knowledge diffusion 

The average number of users, in table 4.1, was calculated by adding all the users 
from three tagging applications for a particular paper and dividing it by three (i.e. 
number of tagging applications). It was observed that if the average is higher than 
6, then the tagged paper also gets reasonable number of citations (>6). See table 
4.1. For such papers the major number of citations came from the year 2007. 
However, for the same papers, the major number of user’s bookmark counts came 
from the year 2006. 

This is logical, because the bookmarks/tags will come earlier in time than 
the citations. The regeneration of knowledge needs more time than the selection 
of a piece of knowledge. This makes the case interesting for tagging analysis, 
because it shows a possible potential of the bookmark counts to forecast the future 
volume of knowledge diffusion. 

• Tagging may have the potential to foretell the context of future 
knowledge diffusion 

A lightweight tool was developed to create tag-clouds. Using this tool, two tag-
clouds for each paper were created: 1) Tag-cloud of the tag terms from all tagging 
applications. 2) a second tag-cloud was generated by selecting the matched tag 
terms of first tag-cloud in the titles of the respective citing papers. The font size of 
second tag-cloud is assigned on the matching frequency of the terms in the titles 
of citing papers. The trend for heavily tagged and cited papers is visualized in 
Figure 4.3. 
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Table 4.1: Heavily bookmarked papers in 2006 got heavy citations in 2007  

Paper 
ids 

Avg. No. of 
users per 
tagging 

application 
(>6) 

Total user 
bookmark 

counts 
(06) 

Citations 
in 2006 

Citations 
in 2007 

Total 
Citations 

9. 7 7 11 44 61 
10. 8 20 3 6 12 
17. 9 13 4 11 18 
23. 49 80 9 37 49 
24. 11 18 5 15 23 
25. 7 14 1 19 23 
31. 7 7 1 7 8 
50. 40 100 10 24 43 
51. 32 37 4 32 39 
69. 30 41 34 68 112 
73. 21 21 5 24 33 

The results showed that about 16 to more than 22 percent tagged terms 
matched with the title terms of the citing papers. This result is in line with our 
assumption that tagging may forecast the context of knowledge diffusion. 

4.2.4 Paper Rank Models 

Bookmarks, citations and co-authors’ network are further used to establish 
different models for paper rank.´ 

a) Paper rank based on bookmarks 

This model ranks papers based on their popularity on Web (tagging and 
bookmarking applications), the number of users who bookmarked a paper are 
aggregated from different applications to form a total user count for a particular 
paper. The large number of users ranks a paper on top in this model. 

b) Paper rank based on citations 

This model ranks papers based on their citation counts. The extracted citations are 
used to rank paper in this model. The high number of citations ranks a paper on 
the top in this model. 
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Figure 4.3: Tag cloud comparison of heavily cited and tagged papers.  

4.2.4.1 Citation Ranks Prediction Models 

Based on the collected bookmarks, citations and co-authors’ network for 
WWW‘06 conference papers, citation rank model was explored by applying 
different variables and then comparing the results. Linear regression analysis was 
applied to find out relationship. Linear regression is a form of regression analysis 
in which the relationship between one or more independent variables and another 
variable, called dependent variable, is modeled by a least squares function, and 
represented by a Linear Regression (LR) equation. The details of citation rank 
model based on different variables are depicted below. 

a) Citation rank prediction model based on bookmarks 

In this model bookmarks are used as an independent variable while citations are 
taken as a dependent variable. The linear regression equation model is as follows: 

0.69 * variable (bookmark - rank) + 6.21   (1) 
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In the model equation (1) 0.69 is called the regression coefficient. It 
explains the behavior of change in the value of dependent variable for small 
change in bookmark rank. The term 6.21 is called the disturbance or noise term. 

b) Citation rank prediction model based on co-author network 

In this model co-author’s network (calculated in section 4.2.2) is used as an 
independent variable while citations are taken as a dependent variable. The linear 
regression equation model is as follows: 

0.46 * variable (coauthor rank) + 30.27   (2) 

In the model equation (2) factor 0.46 is called the regression coefficient. It 
explains the behavior of change in the value of dependent variable for small 
change in co-author counts. The term 30.27 is called the disturbance or noise 
term. 

c) Citation rank prediction model based on adjusted citations 

In this model bookmarks are used as an independent variable while citations are 
taken as a dependent variable. The citation counts are adjusted by excluding self 
citations. The linear regression equation model is as follows: 

0.69 * variable (bookmark rank) + 6.85   (3) 

In the model equation (3) factor 0.69 is called the regression coefficient. It 
explains the behavior of change in the value of adjusted citation rank for small 
change in bookmark rank. The term 6.85 is called the disturbance or noise term. 

The correlation coefficient established on WWW‘06 papers by 
bookmarking count model is 0.6003 which is considered as a fair correlation, 
while it is 0.1559 by co-authors’ network model. This is not so good. This 
correlation coefficient is enhanced up to 0.6657 by excluding the self citations   

The mean absolute error is a quantity used to measure how close forecasts 
or predictions are to the eventual outcomes. It was 5.3727 by bookmark model 
while this mean error was much higher (18.1428) in co-authors’ network. This 
error is reduced up to 4.3821 with the self citation adjustment. 

Our results have proved that citation rank prediction based on bookmark 
ranks of papers have got fairly good results than co-author network model (see 
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Table 4.3). The citation loops like self citations are considered in this research 
(see Table 4.2). This furthermore improves the correlation coefficient and reduces 
the mean absolute error (see Table 4.4). However, these results are obtained for 
WWW‘06 conference papers and further studies are necessary to their 
generalization.   

Table 4.2: Top 5 Ranks of Papers with respect to bookmarking  and their 
respective other Ranks   

Paper ID 
Bookmark 

Rank 
Citation 
Rank 

Adjusted 
Citation 

Rank 
23 1 3 3 
50 2 5 7 
51 3 6 5 
69 4 1 1 
73 5 7 6 

 

4.3 Linking Contextual Resources from CiteULike 
Using Tags 

In previous sections, it has been shown that there exist a positive correlation 
between bookmark counts and citations. Citation count also inflates diffusion by 
increasing popularity of research and is considered as an indicator for establishing 
the quality of research. On the other hand, researchers use citations or references 
to search the connected and related resources hence increasing diffusion of 
interlinked knowledge. 

Table 4.3: Top 5 Ranks of Papers with respect to bookmarking  and their 
respective citation Ranks   

Paper ID 
Paper Rank based on 

coauthor count 
Citation Rank 

49 1 6 
23 2 3 
50 3 5 
69 4 1 
65 5 26 
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Table 4.4: Comparison of citation prediction models based on LR  

LR 
Prediction model 

based on 
bookmark rank 

Prediction model 
based on Co-

author network 

Prediction model 
based on adjusted 

citations 
Correlation 
coefficient 

0.6003 0.1559 0.6657 

Mean absolute 
error 

5.3727 18.1428 4.3821 

Root mean 
squared error 

6.6213 20.8102 5.5976 

Relative 
absolute error 

75.6676 % 99.4605 % 71.1488 % 

Root relative 
squared error 

79.9746 % 98.7775 % 74.6248 % 

Total Number 
of Instances 

84 84 84 

Based on these potential uses of citations in the research community and 
results of past research, which shows that citation count and bookmark counts are 
positively correlated, it is argued here that bookmark counts of research papers 
can be used in a similar way as an alternative popularity indicator. The next 
section also proposes a tag based resourse recommender system for scientific 
papers. These contextual tags provide a link to the most related resources which 
gives two benefits: 1) these resources will be directly related to the content and 
context of diffusion of that paper which is implicitly derived from the tags 
extraction mechanism 2) the researcher can explore the interlinked and related 
resources using tags (hyperlink) as they use references or citations. 

The tag based scientific paper recommender system exploits author 
keywords of scientific publications to link these resources with tags in CiteULike 
which is a social bookmarking and tagging application. For a focused resource, 
the tags extracted from CiteULike based on author keywords were compared with 
the corresponding tag cloud of CiteULike. The result shows that system extends 
the authors keyword set with social tags providing links to rich and focused 
resources in CiteULike. This also enhances the serendipitous discovery of 
emerging concepts related to that resource. Such a system may enhance the 
discovery of related and popular resources for researchers hence furthering the 
diffusion of knowledge.  
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This section explains how scientific papers can be linked to relevant 
resources (tags and papers) for papers published within digital journals or 
libraries. For this exercise, WWW‘06 was taken as a source data set. The social 
bookmarking system used in these experiments was CiteULike. CiteULike is a 
social bookmarking system where a huge number of users share scientific papers 
and tag them accordingly. Major task is to find the most relevant resources from 
CiteULike for all papers published within WWW‘06.  On the WWW‘06 side, 
every paper is assigned with suitable keywords by the authors of the paper, while 
on CiteULike side, papers are tagged with some keywords by the users of the 
CiteULike. To find relevant resources for WWW‘06 papers, authors’ assigned 
keywords were used to mine the tags from CiteULike . The papers at WWW‘06 
are further annotated with the matched tags. 

4.3.1 WWW‘06 dataset 

This dataset is comprised of all published papers in the conference World Wide 
Web 2006. 

Total papers published in WWW‘06 = 84 

Total Keywords for all papers = 5129 

Unique Keywords = 107 

4.3.2 CiteULike dataset 

The dataset of CiteULike was acquired in August, 2009. The statistics for tags 
and papers is shown below.  

Total tag assignments in CiteULike = 6.5 million 

Total Papers in CiteULike = about 2 million  

Unique tags = 348420 

4.3.3  Matching Author’s Keywords with CiteULike Ta gs 

To match papers’ keywords of WWW‘06 with CiteULike tags, a two-tier 
approach was adopted. First, the tag extraction tries to find an exact match 
between papers’ keywords and CiteULike tags. Subsequently, a partial match 
between both datasets was checked. The partial match enhanced discovery of 
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relevant tags but also introduced some noise. Afterwards, some heuristics were 
used to clean the noise and the discovered tags were used to annotate the 
corresponding papers.  

 1) Direct Match  

WWW papers for which at least one keyword is matched= 52/84 = 62%  

Unique Keywords of WWW‘06 matched = 102/107 = 95%  

2) Partial Match  

WWW‘06 Papers for which at least one tag is matched = 52/84 = 62%. 

Total results of WWW‘06 Keywords matched with CiteULike = 5129 

Total CiteULike unique tags matched = 4228/348420 

In the direct match, the system found one exact tag from CiteULike for 
each of 102 unique keywords of WWW‘06. The knowledge discoveries are 
significantly enhanced by employing partial match. The partial match found a 
total of 5129 matching tags from CiteULike. This becomes a basis for 
recommending relevant tags for the focused paper. The partial match enhances the 
system discoveries significantly for example; the author keyword ‘visualization’ 
was found and matched in the related popular concepts (GeoVisualization, 
DataVisualization, NetworkVisualization, SoftwareVisualizatuion, 
GraphVisualization, TreeVisualization, etc).  

4.3.4 Recommending Relevant Tags for Research Paper s 

The contribution of this research can be structured into two aspects: 1) discovery 
of focused set of tagged resources in social bookmarking applications 2) leads to 
serendipitous discoveries of relevant and evolving concepts.  

The intention of this research is to discover and recommend a set of most 
relevant and focused tags from social bookmarking applications for scientific 
resources. It is a common practice of researchers to explore the resources through 
interlinked chains as through references or citations. The socially annotated 
libraries like CiteULike also provide an interlinking of resources by using 
hyperlinked tags. For example CiteULike provides a list of tag terms for a user 
search keyword ‘visualization’ as shown in figure 4.4 (only top 20 are shown). 
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These terms are computed from the tag co-occurrence, for example, terms related 
to ‘visualization’ search keyword are the terms which same users assigned to 
resources along with tag term ‘visualization’. This tag list is organized on the 
basis of frequency of term occurrence in CiteULike. From the figure 4.4, if a user 
want to explore further resources from CiteULike related tag terms of 
visualization search keyword, say by clicking on Clustering tag in the list,  then 
the user will get a list of all resources annotated with tag term ‘Clustering’. There 
might be some resources related to main focus (visualization) somewhere in the 
list but the returned recourses will be sorted based on clustering keyword rather 
than visualization keyword which put an extra burden on user to find focused 
resources. However in our case, system extracts the tag terms from CiteULike 
tags based on direct and partial match of authors’ keywords of a particular 
research paper. In this way the highly relevant discovered tags are linked with the 
paper. These tags were then compared in CiteULike tags by using direct and 
partial match. The extracted tag terms for ‘visualization’ and ‘tags’ are shown in 
figure 4.4. The extracted tags for visualization remains in the same focus and will 
link the resources in CiteULike which will often be related to the scope of 
visualization. Now if a user visits this paper he will see these related tags 
organized according to author keywords as hyperlinks. For further navigation if a 
user selects any tag from the extracted list, he/she is directed to the associated 
resources in CiteULike. 

For example for the WWW‘06 paper ‘ Visualizing tags over time’ authors 
provided keywords are ’visualization’, ‘tags’, ‘flickr’, temporal evolution’ and 
‘interval covering’. The second contribution of this research is an overall 
extension of the author keyword concepts with the social meta-data of tagging 
along with some serendipitous discoveries of relevant or evolving concepts. It is 
obvious from the figure 4.4 that the tags extracted for keyword ‘visualization’ are 
its subfields like data-visualization, its application areas like network-
visualization and evolving concepts like social visualization. These lists of 
keywords signify an overall picture of popular research in related fields within the 
focus of a research paper. 

4.4 Concluding Remarks 

This research intended to discover a relationship between bookmarks/tags and 
citations. The case study shows that there exist a positive correlation between 
bookmark counts and citations. Tag terms also reoccur in the titles of the citing 
papers. Furthermore, the ranking of papers based on bookmark counts can predict 
citation counts better than the co-author network. This also means that Bookmark 
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popularity has the potential to become web-based indicator for knowledge 
diffusion (at least within CiteULike application scenario). Further more it 
provides very useful contextual information about diffusion by the tags. 

Paper number 23: Visualizing Tags over Time 

 

 

Paper Number 69: Semantic Wikipedia 

  

 

Figure 4.4: Comparison of recommended tags for particular author keywords and 
their relevant CiteULike tags  

As most of databases and meta-data resources related to scientific focus are 
joining LOD, in future an overall tags and bookmarks of a resource can be 
aggregated from LOD which will provide a more comprehensive assessment of 
this aspect.   

Afterwards, it was found that the tags not only hint the content of the 
paper but also the context of future diffusion. WWW’06 papers were linked with 
CiteULike papers through tags. For this purpose, authors’ assigned keywords to 
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WWW’06 papers were used as seed to find relevant tags from CiteULike by 
direct and partial match. The system was able to recommend popular tags for 
WWW’06 papers and a user had an option to find other relevant resources 
(papers) that are annotated with the same or similar tag. The result shows that 
system extends the authors keyword set with social tags providing links to rich 
and focused resources in CiteULike. This also enhances the serendipitous 
discovery of emerging concepts related to the focused resources. The dataset for 
tag based scientific resource recommendation has been made available for 
posterity at http://www.student.tugraz.at/anwar.ussaeed/datasets.html. 
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Chapter 5:  Multifaceted Expertise Mining 
and Topical Visualization of Experts 

 

 

In numerous contexts and environments, it is necessary to identify and assign 
(potential) experts to subject fields. Although, apparently, the phenomenal success 
of Wikipedia and other open and bottom-up knowledge systems seems to 
undermine and challenge the role of experts in the knowledge industry. But even 
in open dynamic authoring systems like Wikipedia articles, which are good, are 
there because those are written by the experts of that field. Although Wikipedia 
claims to have an anti-expert bias but still [Sanger 2009] explains that ‘it is not 
wholly free of deference to expertise’. The quality of content in Wikipedia articles 
comes from experts but ‘the prerogatives of expertise are respected voluntarily’ 
the only difference is that experts are not being imposed by the system. But on the 
contrary, the same virtue of least interference of experts is also reported to be the 
reason for low credibility of the Wikipedia content.  

As explained in chapter 3 the collaborative authoring systems like 
Wikipedia have the huge potential to lure the heart of those who intend to build 
highly prolific knowledge systems with low costs and hence these systems may 
play the central role in future knowledge creation and diffusion on the Web. 
These systems have become popular because of their fecundity and openness 
attracting huge volunteered participation. The only issue that encircles such 
systems is the mediocrity and credibility of the content which they contain as a 
resource of knowledge. [Sanger 2009] argues that if such resources are to become 
authoritative there must be some role, may be softer, for expert overview of the 
facts in the content.  

In this chapter we shall not enter into the discussion of ‘what role an 
expert may have in Wikipedia like systems’ as the role may vary to the 
requirements of such systems and the discussion is related to the social science 
research. However, we propose that one of the minimal roles for an expert may be 
that of color highlighting the parts of content which are against a fact. In this way 
the viewer of the page will know about the credible parts of wiki-page. In this 
chapter research will be concerned with the fact that how we can assign experts 
(as reviewers) automatically to the topics of the content. The anonymity in open 

Multifaceted Expertise Mining and Multifaceted Expertise Mining and Multifaceted Expertise Mining and Multifaceted Expertise Mining and 
Topical Visualization of ExpertsTopical Visualization of ExpertsTopical Visualization of ExpertsTopical Visualization of Experts    
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systems impedes, due to their inherent nature, the discoveries of experts from 
within these systems but still some features can be used to define facets to find 
pseudo-named experts from within the system. Consideration must be taken while 
deciding features like the prolific authors. We suggest that the experts can be 
recommended from the established digital scientific resources like ACM, IEEE 
and BioMed as they have already opened their meta data resources on the web 
through Linked Open Data framework and this will enhance the confidence of 
scientific community in Wiki systems, hence, encouraging more participation 
from them. A hybrid approach will be possible by using bookmarking and tagging 
meta-data resources. As the already existing review process in scientific Journals 
is free of cost (the researchers extend their services as reviewers without any 
financial benefit), the popularity of authors as experts will remain the only 
currency in the new system too. This reduces, in the case of our prototype 
implementation, the problem of finding experts assigned to a content topic 
automatically in the online digital libraries. We propose an innovative automated 
technique which incorporates multiple facets in providing a more representative 
assessment of expertise. For the prototype application, proposed in this chapter, 
we used the online Journal of Universal Computer Science (JUCS) database for 
mining expertise. 

In organizational practices and digital libraries, both manual and 
automated approaches are employed for expertise mining. These approaches have 
their own pros and cons. The quality of data is good in manual approaches but 
they need extensive human efforts. On the other hand, the quality of service may 
not as good in automated approaches as in manual ones but they are faster and 
don’t need human efforts. The current automated approaches normally use only 
one metric to measure the expertise of an individual, e.g., the number of 
publications etc.  This chapter proposes and implements an automated approach 
for measuring expertise profile in academia based on multiple metrics for 
measuring an overall expertise level.  

In the context of an academic journal for computer science (J.UCS), 
papers and reviewers are classified using the ACM classification scheme. We 
used this topical classification due to its ready availability in the Journal system. 
The tagging classification or emergent semantics can also be used for topic 
clustering of resources. 

This work describes a system to identify and present potential 
experts/reviewers for each category from the entire body of paper’s authors. The 
topical classification hierarchy is visualized as a hyperbolic tree and currently 
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assigned reviewers are listed for a selected node (computer science category). In 
addition, spiral visualization is used to overlay a ranked list of further potential 
reviewers (high-profile authors) around the currently selected category. This new 
interface eases the task of journal editors in finding and assigning reviewers. The 
system is also useful for users who want to find expert research collaborators in 
specific research areas. 

This chapter addresses the following research questions: 

RQ.1. Which facets are important for ranking experts in scientific communities 
and how they can be discovered in scientific resource datasets? 

RQ.2. Which visualization approach will be suitable for viewing rated experts in 
diverse topics of knowledge? 

Based on published contribution [Afzal et al 2009], the progress flow of 
the research is shown in the figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1: Progress flow of the chapter  
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5.1  Research Overview 

The discovery of expertise is crucial in supporting a number of tasks. Expertise 
finder systems in the past have been innovatively applied in helping PhD 
applicants in finding relevant supervisors [Liu and Dew 2004] and also in 
identifying peer-reviewers for a conference [Rodriguez and Bollen 2008]. The 
former made use of a manually constructed expertise profile database while the 
later employed reference mining for all papers submitted to a conference. In the 
later, a co-authorship network was constructed for each submitted paper making 
use of a measure of conflict-of-interest to ensure that papers were not reviewed by 
associates.   

[Cameron et al 2007] employed a manually crafted taxonomy of 100 
topics in [DBLP] covering the research areas of a small sample of researchers 
appearing in [DBLP]. They proposed the need for automatic taxonomy creation as 
a key issue in finding experts. [Mockus and Herbsleb 2002] employed data from a 
software project’s change management records to locate people with desired 
expertise in a large organization. Their work indicated a need to explicitly 
represent experiential characterization of individuals as a means of providing 
insights into the knowledge and skills of individuals. [Yimam 1999] have further 
shown that a decentralized approach can be applied for information gathering in 
the construction of expertise profiles. [Tho et al 2007] employed a citation mining 
retrieval technique where a cross mapping between author clusters and topic 
clusters was applied to assign areas of expertise to serve as an additional layer of 
search results organization. There are also expertise detection systems that were 
based entirely on an analysis of user activity and behavior while being engaged in 
an electronic environment. [Krulwich and Burkey 1995] have analyzed the 
number of interactions of an individual within a discussion forum as a means of 
constructing an expert’s profile. Although such an approach is useful in 
monitoring user participation, measures such as number of interactions on a 
particular topic is in itself not reflective of knowledge levels of individuals. 

A variety of tools have been implemented within organizations to find 
experts and expertise for different scenarios. Most related works make use of 
explicitly specified expert profiles constructed manually. The problem with such 
manually constructed profiles is that they tend to be developed for particular 
projects and constantly need to be updated e.g. [Pipek et al 2002]. 

Using an entirely automated mechanism for determining user expertise 
may also not be adequate in itself. As an illustration, Google Scholar employed an 
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automated approach and wrongly identified names of places such as Ann Arbour, 
or Milton Keynes as cited authors [Postellon 2008]. This also highlights the non-
trivial nature of expertise mining and the difficulty faced in the disambiguation of 
individuals.  

We propose an automated technique which incorporates multiple facets in 
providing a more representative assessment of expertise as explained in Section 
5.2. To overcome automation errors mentioned above, we used an innovative 
citation mining technique [Afzal et al 2009a]. We see these facets as providing 
multiple sources of evidence for a more reflective perspective of experts. We 
present the combination of both tangible and intangible metrics to shed deeper 
insights into the intensity of expertise. The system mines multiple facets for an 
electronic journal and then calculates expertise’ weights. The overall weight is 
further used to rank experts in the respective topic. The measures provided are, 
however, not absolute indicators of expertise as the discoveries are limited by the 
coverage of the database of publications and expert profiles used. 

The system discoveries can be enhanced by visualizing the mined data 
[Shneiderman 2002]. In order to enhance the knowledge discoveries, we have 
visualized experts by using hyperbolic tree visualization technique. The proposed 
technique is based on focus plus context with extended focus to represent the 
statistical data as explained in section 5.3. The aforementioned technique is useful 
especially for journal administration to find high profile authors (experts) who can 
be assigned as editors/reviewers for the respective topics. Such applications may 
also help users to establish expert collaborations in their respective area.  

5.2  A Multi-Faceted Expert Profile 

In exploring a comprehensive characterization of expertise, we proposed a 
multifaceted approach for mining the expertise for a digital journal.  The multiple 
facets are represented by the following measurements: number of publications, 
number of citations received, extent and proportion of citations within a particular 
area, expert profile records, and experience. We have thus incorporated the use of 
user-defined profiles, “experience atom” (as proposed by [Mockus and Herbsleb 
2002] to indicate fundamental experiential units), reference mining results and a 
characterization of expert participation as facets of an expert profile. In a 
comprehensive characterization of expertise, the following measurements have 
been proposed:  
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5.2.1 Number of Publications 

Number of publications is used to account for the overall activity of an author. 
Further more they help in deciding the proficiency of an author in a particular 
field. This means that one may have more publications in one topic than he has in 
others. 

5.2.2 Citations Received 

The simplified assumption is that only the quality papers are cited. Citation counts 
are already used by authors as currency. Therefore, it can safely be assumed that 
citations are indicative of the impact of publications and as a result can be applied 
to reflect the impact of expert.  

5.2.3 Reviewer Profile Records 

J.UCS has an editorial board consisting of its 300 members and their expert 
profiles represent the specified area of their expertise based on ACM categories. 
These experts are selected manually. These selections are not updated very 
frequently and remain intact for longer periods. During this time, however, the 
recent research focus and activities of these selected members may be changed. 
There cam be new evolving research areas in their respective fields for which they 
may not be considered as experts. To overcome these issues they are assigned a 
proportionate weight scheme so that the current and working researchers may not 
be overwhelmed by these manually selected reviewers.  

5.2.4 Experience 

The measures of experience are always very complex. The measures that can be 
acquired with regards to the assessment of experiences may include but not 
limited to: period of publishing in a particular area, list of projects participated in, 
assessments of mentoring activities, etc. The factors from Open collaborative 
systems, like how prolific one is, how many articles are bookmarked and tagged 
etc can also be taken into account in this facet. In the current work, we have taken 
into consideration the publication age factor only. 

Combining all these factors provides a better indication of expertise with 
regards to a particular topic. Figure 5.2 shows the consolidated view of expert 
profile construction as applied in our research. 
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In our research, there are two main sources of information used to 
construct an expert profile: 1) user inputs and 2) system discoveries. User inputs 
are taken from reviewers of the journal J.UCS. The J.UCS has over 300 reviewers 
on its editorial board. The expertise of these reviewers are specified and 
maintained according to the ACM classification scheme [ACM-CCS, 1998]. This 
information was extracted from J.UCS and used to populate the expert profile 
database. 

The second source for constructing expert profiles is computed by the 
system. The computation considers the number of publications of an individual, 
the number of citations that a person receives, and the person’s duration of 
publication in the respective area.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Expert Profile  
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5.3 Data Extraction 

Within J.UCS, ACM topics, editors, and every individual paper are represented in 
an XML notation, which needs to be parsed to extract metadata. A typical XML 
file for J.UCS papers can be seen in Figure 5.3. The metadata (paper title, authors, 
ACM topic, etc.) related to a paper is stored inside the XML file.  

The extracted data was used to populate a relational database. The 
database presents a coherent view of all data with relationships (category, paper, 
authors, and citations. The data from this database was then used to calculate and 
visualize experts within the J.UCS environment. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: A sample paper XML File 
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5.3.1 Weights Assigned to Experts 

In our system, experts are grouped into one of two categories: 1) editors (persons 
currently manually assigned as reviewers for a particular ACM topic) and 2) high-
profile authors (persons flagged automatically as experts in a particular topic). 
Reviewers are selected by the editor-in-chief based on their expertise in the 
respective ACM topical area. Reviewers for a particular ACM category are 
visualized without any further calculation. High-profile authors are calculated 
based on weights assigned to them. The facets defined in Figure 5.2 are used to 
assign the weights. The weights used in our system are publication_weight, 
citation_weight, and editor_weight. 

5.3.1.1  Publication Weight 

The publication weight of an author in a particular topic is the ratio between the 
number of the author’s publications and the number of publications’ years 
(duration of publications). The current activity factor is exhibited in the 
publication age which in our system is the last five years of publication. The 
number of years is calculated from the year of a first publication (within last five 
years) until the current year. A larger publication weight would mean that author 
is very prolific for a certain research area in last five years.  

 Publication Weight = No. of publications / duration (No. of years).           

5.3.1.2  Citation Weight 

Citations, in general, are considered as the research measure or currency for the 
authors and are also used as requirement to hire in lucrative research positions. 
Although there may exist some reservations to the extent of research measure they 
hold but they are frequently used in this respect for evaluations and allocation of 
funds in the field of science and technology.   

Citation Weight = No. of citations received by an author in a topic / total No. of 
citations in an ACM topic                      

5.3.1.3  Editor Weight 

The editors’ weight represents the proportion that how many of the authors are the 
reviewers. It’s a ratio of number of J. UCS editors with the total number of J. 
UCS authors. This weight is assigned only to the reviewers in J. UCS system. In 
this way, the expertise factor of reviewers is accounted for and they get an edge 
over the other authors.   
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Editor Weight  = No. of J. UCS editors / Total no. of J. UCS Authors.       

The total weight is defined as the sum of the above defined weights: 

Total weight = publication weight + citation weight + editor weight. 

High-profile authors are then ranked according to their total weight. 

5.4  Information Visualization 

While considering different visualization schemes, extended hyperbolic 
visualization was selected for topical representation due to its comprehensiveness 
of nodes visibility or context visibility. This feature helped the view of all topics 
in one place as context of visualization where one can easily navigate to a 
particular topic by dragging or by clicking on the node and can see editors and 
potential experts belonging to that topic. Due to these amiable and user-friendly 
features, we have chosen the hyperbolic browser which is based on 
“focus+context” technique [Lamping and Rao 1994] [Lamping et al 1995] 
[Lamping and Rao 1996]. The hyperbolic browser was overlaid with ranked spiral 
visualization for a topical node in focus where each node on the spiral represents a 
respectively rated expert. This, compound visualization scheme, helped the J. 
UCS administrators to focus on any particular topic and select an automatically 
suggested expert as reviewer while the overall context of its rating remains 
visible. The details of hyperbolic visualization can be found in the next section. 
This visualization can also be very helpful in initiating collaboration with experts 
whenever one needs. The remaining parts of this section explain both of the 
aforementioned visualizations.    

5.4.1 Extended Hyperbolic Visualization 

Reviewers are essentially attached to a node within the ACM classification 
hierarchy. For each node within the ACM classification hierarchy, a ranked list of 
high-profile authors (potential reviewers) was calculated as shown in earlier 
section. The hyperbolic browser [Lamping and Rao 1994] [Lamping et al 1995] 
[Lamping and Rao 1996] is an efficient visualization technique for large 
hierarchies. A hyperbolic browser is used to provide intuitive navigation within 
the ACM classification hierarchy. For any selected node in the ACM hierarchy, a 
spiral is used to visualize the ranked list of high-profile authors for that node. The 
spiral is simply superimposed upon and around the selected node. This builds on 
past work with GopherVR [McCahill and Erickson 1995], PRISE [Cugini et al 
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1996], and RankSpiral [Spoerri 2004] which both use spiral representations to 
display ranked search result lists. 

The user interface is shown in Figure 5.4. This is implemented in Java. A 
hyperbolic browser is used to visualize the ACM classification hierarchy, using 
the freely available Hypertree package [Hyperbolic Package 2009]. Both 
categories of experts are visualized by superimposing upon the hyperbolic view. 
Reviewers are shown in a simple list and high profile authors are shown in spiral 
visualization. To draw the spiral, a package called Turtle Graphics is used [Turtle 
Graphics 2009]. With Turtle Graphics, simple commands are used to move and 
draw on the graphical surface. With these commands, the spiral is drawn and the 
names of the experts are written at constant angular steps. To visualize the 
reviewers of a specific ACM topic, a simple JList is used. A maximum of 10 
reviewers are shown in the JList. 

 

Figure 5.4: Hyperbolic Visualization  

The JList, spiral, and Hypertree are placed in JPanels inside a frame, and 
are ordered with a JLayeredPane. One can arrange the JPanels horizontally and 
vertically and even manipulate the z-order. The Hypertree is drawn in the back. 
When an ACM topic is clicked, the list of reviewers is shown in the bottom left 
and the spiral of high-profile authors is overlaid over the ACM topic in the top 
layer, as shown in Figure 5.4. When there are neither reviewers nor high-profile 
authors, no list or spiral is drawn. In the bottom right of the window, there are five 
colored buttons. When clicked, the spiral is redrawn with the new color. It is 
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possible to choose black, red, green, or blue. Users can hide both the spiral and 
the reviewers list if required by clicking white button. The spiral moves along 
with the focused node whenever a user drags a particular node.  

Figure 5.5 shows the visualization for ACM category “H. Information 
Systems”. The reviewers are shown in the bottom left corner. When a user clicks 
on the node “H. Information Systems”, a spiral is drawn around the selected node. 
The high-profile authors are placed in the spiral in descending order of their total 
weight (the highest weighted in the centre of the spiral). 

This visualization is useful for journal administering. For example, in 
J.UCS there are some topics with very few assigned reviewers. J.UCS 
administration can instantly find potential reviewers based on the high-profile 
authors shown by the system. For example, the topic ‘M.8 Knowledge Reuse’ has 
no reviewers at the moment (this is a new topic added by J.UCS). Potential 
reviewers are easily found in the visualization, as shown in Figure 5.5. This type 
of discovery is very helpful for J. UCS administrators to locate potential 
reviewers for any selected area. 

 

Figure 5.5: Discovery of Potential Reviewers  
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Although it is convenient to explore the topical hierarchy with the 
hyperbolic tree, users sometimes know the name of a topic and want to navigate 
directly to it. The search facility in the top left corner of the main interface (see 
Figure 5.6) supports this task. For example, if a user searches for the term 
“Information”, then a combo box is filled with all topics containing the term 
“Information” as a substring. The 13 topics containing the term “Information” are 
shown in Figure 5.6. The user can select any ACM topic from the search result 
list and the hyperbolic tree is redrawn to show the selected topic centered in the 
window. 

5.5 Concluding Remarks  

This chapter presented a new system to identify and visualize current and 
potential experts in topical areas of a scientific discipline. It is used in the context 
of a computer science journal to identify and assign reviewers to areas of 
computer science, but can easily be generalized to other scientific communities. 

 

Figure 5.6: ACM Topic Search Facility  
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The main contributions of this chapter are: 

• A methodology for automatically identifying potential experts 
from assembled profiles. 

• A combined visualization of a topical classification hierarchy and a 
ranked list of potential experts at each level in the hierarchy. 
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Chapter 6: Global Discovery through 
Simplified Interface of Linked Open Data 

 

“The established system of journals for communicating the results of scientific 
research is already being challenged by the existence of the web. But we are only 
in the early days of a new Internet revolution, one which will have a deeper and 
more disruptive impact on scientific, and other, web publishing, and have 
profound implications for the web itself. An emerging successor to the web, the 
Semantic Web, will likely profoundly change the very nature of how scientific 
knowledge is produced and shared, in ways that we can now barely imagine”. 
[Berners-Lee and Hendler, 2001] 

The participatory enthusiasm of the users in response to the rise of open 
and collaborative trends has spurred a new age of knowledge, data and 
information flows on the Web. [Bizer et al, 2010] marks that the low barriers to 
publishing, open access, hypertext linking, capabilities of search engines to infer 
potential relevance to users' search queries by analyzing the structure of hypertext 
links between documents [Brin & Page, 1998] and extensible nature of the Web 
[Jacobs & Walsh, 2004] are the hallmark principles which enabled unconstrained 
growth of the Web of interlinked documents. While the Web has been a success 
in managing, linking and exploiting document resources it has recently entered to 
the Web of linking data and exploiting their semantics, realizing the vision of the 
Web of Data. The huge amount of knowledge, especially scientific knowledge 
like in the Genome project, resides in the databases on the Web but cannot be 
globally searched as the tools and search technologies don’t provide search across 
these databases with one query. Such is the case with other useful public or 
government databases. Search engines, such as Google, rely upon automated 
crawlers and are great for finding Web pages but they typically cannot reach 
information within a database. On the other hand, the hypertext HTML data 
format is not sufficiently expressive to enable individual entities described in a 
particular document to be connected by typed links to related entities’ [Bizer et al, 
2010]. 

Global Discovery through Global Discovery through Global Discovery through Global Discovery through 
Simplified Search Interface of Simplified Search Interface of Simplified Search Interface of Simplified Search Interface of 
Linked Open DataLinked Open DataLinked Open DataLinked Open Data        
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However, in recent years, the adoption of the Linked Data best practices 
has augmented the Web with a global data space connecting data from diverse 
domains such as people, companies, books, scientific publications, films, music, 
television and radio programmes, genes, proteins, drugs and clinical trials, online 
communities, statistical and scientific data, and reviews. The Linked Data 
applications provide capabilities to query across this unbound number of 
databases through the Web. This brings added value to user and to these 
applications as they can ‘deliver more complete answers’ with the addition of 
every new data source on the Web. [Bizer et al, 2010] 

The focus of this work is limited to the discussion of semantic search 
mechanism and user friendly search interface for Linking Open Data (LOD)16 so 
that the end user can query these databases without the prior knowledge semantic 
structures. 

In this chapter following research questions are addressed. 

RQ.1. How we can simplify the (Subject - Predicate - Object) SPO logic of 
semantic search with a keyword search mechanism?  

RQ.2. How we can coalesce and present the resource information in a user 
friendly  structure by hiding the ontology hierarchy? 

Based on multiple coauthored publications [Latif et al, 2009] [Latif et al, 
2009a] [Latif et al, 2009b] [Latif et al, 2009c], the flow of this chapter is 
presented in figure 6.1  

In this chapter we will explain the concept of Global discovery and its 
importance for knowledge diffusion. Then we will detail that how Linked Data 
framework enables Web of Data and Global Discovery. Further on we propose a 
keyword base search architecture and a concept aggregation framework to bridge 
the gap between end user and semantic search on LOD. 

6.1 Global Discovery  

Term ‘Global Discovery’ was used in the diffusion of scientific knowledge ‘to 
address the complexity of search issue’ [Wojick et al, 2006] specifically related to 
the distributed research databases on the Web. With this term they intend to 

                                                 

16 http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData 
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explain that a federated search function which can query multiple scientific 
databases of diverse community focuses can enhance diffusion of scientific 
knowledge and hence the growth of science. 

 

Figure 6.1: Flow of Chapter 6  

As the huge amounts of authoritative science information reside in 
databases within the deep Web and conventional webpage search engines have 
limitations in regard to querying such databases, researchers are left with the 
tedious and time-consuming task of searching “door to-door” in only the scientific 
communities and databases with which they are already familiar. Their access 
remains within the particular community knowledge due to interaction dynamics 
and technological search function constraints. [Wojick et al, 2006] argues that ‘if 
scientists can easily discover the initial breakthroughs being made in communities 
other than their own, then scientific knowledge diffusion would be greatly 
accelerated. A search mechanism which can query across these databases will 
‘illuminate often obscure databases and speed access to scientific information, 
which will in turn increase the probability of further and more rapid innovation 
and discovery’. Thus, global discovery itself has recently become a necessary 
focus area for research. The same principle of Global discovery is at the heart of 
new Socio-Semantic Web movement named Linked Open Data (LOD). LOD 
holds potential not only to enhance the Global discovery but also to extend its 
definition towards the more generic knowledge and data integration principles. 
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[Losoff, 2009] notes that with the rise of digital access to data, the data has 
become more valuable than the published paper itself. He points out that the data 
sets, from the Human Genome Project, ‘have more value than any single 
publication that was derived from an analysis of them’ [Carlson, 2008]. The 
Semantic Web design principles envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee, director of the 
World Wide Web Consortium, creating a universal medium for data, information, 
and knowledge exchange has led to the extension of the Web with a global data 
space. These design principles, otherwise termed as the Linked Data best 
practices, hold great potential to enhance global discovery by integrating digital 
scientific data with scholarly literature.  

Semantic Web provides a standard Resource Description Framework 
(RDF), a web-based "Semantic Tool" for encoding knowledge, "permitting web 
sites to publish information as machine-readable, process-able, and in integrated 
forms" [Tauberer, 2006]. Along with RDF the Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
provides an agreed-upon published conceptualization of content [De Roure et al, 
2003]. These have made possible for applications to explore relationships 
between data and electronic literature across multiple platforms and databases 
[Losoff, 2009]. In the next section we will describe Linked Open Data initiative 
and our prototype search application.  

6.2  Linked Open Data 

As described in chapter 2, the W3C launched the Linking Open Data (LOD) 
movement, a community effort that motivates people to publish their information 
in a structured way. The Linked Open Data movement has been integral to RDF 
publishing on the Web. As of April 2010, the LOD cloud consists of about 13 
billion RDF triples, which are interlinked by around 150 million RDF/OWL links 
[LDOW 2010]. Although LOD has created huge volumes of data and has 
attracted the attention of many researchers, it still lacks broad recognition, 
especially in commercial domains. This is, amongst other reasons, because of 
complex semantic search and end user applications [Latif et al, 2009c]. The 
underlying publishing framework of LOD, as explained by Tim Berners-Lee(see 
section 2.2), demands to publish the data with some ontological structure, with 
unique URI and HTTP lookup or dereferencing. Below we explain what is meant 
by URI dereferencing and what the core ontological structures in LOD are. 
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6.2.1 URI Dereferencing 

With regards to providing information about a resource upon a HTTP lookup of 
its URI is called dereferencing. Emphasis is placed on providing information in 
RDF and disambiguating identification of information resources (document URIs) 
from non-information resources (entities described in those documents) [Hogany 
et al, 2010]. 

W3 proposed draft standard defines “Information resources are resources, 
identified by URIs and whose essential characteristics can be conveyed in a 
message [AWWW]. The pages and documents familiar to users of the Web are 
information resources. Information resources typically have one or more 
representations that can be accessed using HTTP. It is these representations of the 
resource that flow in messages. The act of retrieving a representation of a resource 
identified by a URI is known as ‘dereferencing’ that URI” [W3, 2010].  

6.2.2 Ontology Classification 

In the absence of official standards, DBpedia17 and Yago18, amongst others, are 
considered de facto standards for classification. DBpedia is also a central 
interlinking hub for Linked Data. Facts about specific resources, extracted from 
the info-boxes of Wikipedia, are structured in the form of properties as defined by 
DBpedia's ontology [Auer et al 2007]. This ontology is associated with Yago's 
classification to identify the type (person, place, organization, etc.) of the 
resource. For instance, a query about Arnold Schwarzenegger returns about 260 
distinct properties, encapsulating nearly 900 triples in the raw RDF form. Such 
semantic data is not (easily) graspable by end users. Representing this bulk of 
structured information in a simple and concise way is still a challenge.  

6.3 Semantic Search Mechanism and SPO Logic for 
LOD 

Recently, a few applications have emerged, which provide user interfaces to 
explore LOD datasets [Berners-Lee et al 2006a] [Kobilarov and Dickinson 2008]. 
These applications use SPARQL endpoints to query LOD with Subject-Predicate-
Object (SPO) logic. SPO logic represents a triple, which is a building block of 
RDF. A triple establishes a relationship between two resource types. One resource 

                                                 

17  http://dbpedia.org 

18  http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/ 
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is called subject and the other one object. The relationship between subject and 
object is called predicate.  For example, Arnold Schwarzenegger (subject) is 
governor of (predicate) California (object). Now, in order to exploit LOD 
resources using SPARQL endpoint with interfaces of recent applications, users 
have to understand the underlying semantic structures (triples, ontologies, 
properties).  

Each resource that is described by Linked Data can be uniquely identified 
by its URI [Sauermann et al 2008]. Relations and attributes of this URI can then 
be queried by use of SPARQL. However, the URI dereferencing provides the 
power of direct access to the common users and they can explore the resource by 
HTTP browsers. For example, when a user wants to know something about 
“Arnold Schwar-zenegger”, it is necessary for him to find a URI that represents 
this person in the Semantic Web e.g. 
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Arnold_Schwarzenegger. This adds another complex 
search dimension for common end users. The gap between semantic search and 
end user applications has also been identified by [Chakrabarti 2004]. 

The current state of the art with respect to the consumption of Linked 
Open Data for end users is RDF browsers [Berners-Lee et al 2006a] [Kobilarov 
and Dickinson 2008]. Some tools such as Tabulator [Berners-Lee et al 2006a], 
Disco19, Zitgist data viewer20, Marbles21, Object Viewer22 and Open link RDF 
Browser23 can explore the Semantic Web directly. All these tools have 
implemented a similar exploration strategy, allowing the user to visualize an RDF 
sub-graph in a tabular fashion. The sub-graph is obtained by dereferencing a URI 
and each tool uses a distinct approach for this purpose. These tools provide useful 
navigational interfaces for the end users, but due to the abundance of data about a 
concept and lack of filtering mechanisms, navigation becomes laborious and 
bothersome. In these applications, it is a tough task for a user to sort out important 
pieces of information without having the knowledge of underlying ontologies and 
basic RDF facts. Keeping in mind these issues, we suggest a keyword search 
mechanism to reduce the cognitive load of the users. We also proposed the 
Concept Aggregation Framework conceptualizes the most relevant information of 
a resource in an easily perceivable construct. 

                                                 

19 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/ng4j/disco/ 
20 http://dataviewer.zitgist.com/ 
21 http://beckr.org/marbles 
22 http://objectviewer.semwebcentral.org/ 
23 http://demo.openlinksw.com/rdfbrowser/index.html 
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6.4  Proposed Keyword Search Mechanism 

We propose a two-step keyword search process in order to hide the underlying 
SPO logic. In the first step, users search for a keyword, and the system auto-
suggests related entries to exactly specify the subject. In our system users don’t 
need to remember a URI anymore to find resources from LOD. Users enter a 
keyword, and the system discovers the most relevant resources from LOD. The 
system employs a two-layered approach. In the first layer, users are automatically 
suggested with resources matching the entered keywords from a locally 
maintained LOD resource triple store. In the second layer, the user keyword is 
matched with metadata of resources indexed by a Semantic Web search engine 
(Sindice). When the system has identified a correct resource URI, then the system 
proactively picks up a set of properties related to the selected resource. The most 
relevant set of properties is grouped together by using the Concept Aggregation 
Framework. Furthermore, to avoid searching a specific property (predicate) of the 
selected subject by its name, a keyword based ‘search within’ facility is provided 
where the specified keyword is mapped to a certain property or set of properties 
of the retrieved resource. With this proposed methodology of simplifying 
semantic search to keyword search on LOD we have contributed in two ways: 

1. We introduced a Concept Aggregation Framework which selects a set of 
properties related to a particular informational aspect of a resource type. 
This approach conceptualizes the most relevant information of a resource 
in an easily perceivable construct. 

2. We proposed a two step keyword search process in order to hide the 
underlying SPO logic. In the first step, users search for a keyword, and the 
system auto-suggests related entries to exactly specify the subject. Then, 
information related to that subject is structured using the aggregation 
framework. Furthermore, to avoid searching a specific property 
(Predicate) of the selected Subject by its name, a keyword based ‘search 
within’ facility is provided where the specified keyword is mapped to a 
certain property or set of properties.  

6.5  Concept Aggregation Framework 

The Concept Aggregation Framework aggregates relevant concepts from 
DBpedia and organizes the most important informational aspects related to a 
resource. 
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The scope of this application is limited to DBpedia and Yago. DBpedia 
covers 23 types of resources (places, people, organizations, etc). Initially, we 
selected the resource type person for the experimentations.  

The Concept Aggregation Framework is shown in figure 6.2. The 
aggregation classification layer is responsible for aggregating the most relevant 
information related to the person in question. This information is collected based 
on the list of related properties compiled at the property aggregation layer. The 
properties are extracted from knowledge bases shown in the aggregation 
knowledge bases layer.  

 

Figure 6.2: Concept Aggregation Framework  

6.5.1 Aggregation Knowledge Bases Layer  

DBpedia, Yago and Umbel ontologies mainly contribute in the identification 
and classification of the resources. Two of them (DBpedia and Yago) are 
considered complete knowledge bases [Suchanek et al 2007].  The underlying 
mechanism in our system is as follows: 

We have generated two knowledge bases, a DBpedia Property Dump and 
a Yago Classification Dump. The DBpedia Property Dump is built by querying 
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each type of a person (Artist, Journalist, etc.) from SNORQL query explorer24 
(SPARQL endpoint of DBpedia). Then we aggregate all the distinct property 
sets for each person. Out of 21 queried person types in total, we were able to 
collect distinct properties of 18, which are presented in Table 6.1. It shows the 
number of distinct properties in total that we collected for a specific person as 
well as the number of properties picked by a set of experts, which will be 
mapped to defined aspects.  

To decide which of these properties should be presented to the user, a 
query is formulated to get the count of every distinct property used for person 
type. After getting the count, the rank is assigned to each property. 

Table 6.1: Person’s property list 

Person Type 
Total 

Properties 
Picked 

Propertie
s Artist 2111 409 

Journalist 186 55 

Cleric 419 76 

BritishRoyalty 252 47 

Athlete 2064 496 

Monarch 337 50 

Scientist 421 126 

Architect 132 41 

PlayboyPlaymate 125 37 

Politician 36 18 

MilitaryPerson 725 158 

FictionalCharacter 599 273 

Criminal 287 74 

CollegeCoach 282 124 

OfficeHolder 1460 634 

Philosopher 226 71 

Astronaut 168 62 

Model 211 99 

The higher the rank, the more prominently the property will be displayed. 
For example, some of the properties of person type Athlete like “Position” (70939 
times), “clubs” (46101 times) and “debutyear” (9247 times) provide interesting 
stats to organize properties in a more conceivable fashion. The formulated query 
for this operation is given below: 

                                                 

24 http://dbpedia.org/snorql/ 
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The Yago Classification Dump is built by querying subclasses of Person 
class from SNORQL query explorer. The query looks like this: 

 

6.5.2  Property Aggregation Layer 

This layer first identifies the profession type. This works in two steps. In the first 
step, the resource type (RDF type) is identified by using DBpedia. In the case 
where in the retrieved set of properties, there is no property mapped within 
DBpedia knowledge base, the system tries to map the retrieved property to a 
Yago class. For example if the retrieved property  is 
“AustrianComputerScientist” which is not listed in DBpedia knowledge base, 
then the system maps it to the Yago hierarchy and can infer that the person 
belongs to the profession of “Scientist” because “AustrianComputerScientist” is 
a subclass of “Scientist”. 

Based on a resource type, we have extracted all the possible properties 
from the DBpedia Property Dump. We then have manually identified sets of 
properties indicating an informational concept (networks, memberships, family, 
achievements etc.) related to a person. These concepts are aggregated and 
mapped to the related informational aspect identified in the inferred aspects 
layer. More than one concept may be mapped to a single informational aspect 
defined at the inferred aspects layer. 

6.5.3  Inferred Aspects Layer 

The information for a resource such as person may be organized and viewed in 
different informational aspects like personal, professional or social. The most 
popular search engine like Google also tries to present such informational 
aspects related to a topic in its top results. It has been shown in [Brin and Page 
2008] that how Google rank its results to provide the most relevant contents. For 
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example, in a response to a user query of “Bill Clinton”, Google top ten results 
are based, amongst other things, on  personal information (biography) and his 
professional career (president, writer). These results, however, depend on the 
complex link analysis of Web pages (citations to Web pages from different 
sources) along with weight mechanisms assigned to different factors [Feldstein 
2009] [Boykin 2005]. Google is considered as the most popular search engine 
having 64.2 % share in U.S search market [Lipsman 2009]. Inspired from 
Google’s success in calculating and presenting the results in diverse and 
important informational aspects related to a query, we developed a concept 
aggregation framework where diverse yet important aspects of a person are 
represented in inferred aspect layer.  

6.6  System Architecture 

The system architecture is depicted in figure 6.3. The implemented system is 
divided into four modules called query manager, auto-suggestion module, 
information retrieval module and search within property module. The query 
manager is a controlling module of the application. It is responsible in 
translating the keyword search query into SPARQL queries. The auto-
suggestion module helps users to disambiguate entered search term. The 
information retrieval module is responsible for locating the URIs and extracting 
related information. The search within property module provides the facility of 
searching within all retrieved properties of a resource.  

6.6.1 Auto-Suggestion Module 

The query manager triggers the auto suggestion module by converting the 
searched keyword of a user into a SPARQL query. This module interacts with 
the DBpedia person and the DBpedia disambiguation triple store to autosuggest 
persons with names that match the entered keyword. This module has been 
discussed in detail in section 6.4. If the user does not select any of the suggested 
terms, or in case of a distinct query (no auto-suggestions yielded), the searched 
term is passed on to the information retrieval module for further processing. 

6.6.2 Information Retrieval Module 

This module is further divided into four processes: 
1) URI locator 
2) LOD retrieval  
3) Parser  
4) Concept aggregation 
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Figure 6.3: System Architecture  

The searched term is passed to the URI locator process which will query 
the locally maintained data sets (i.e. DBpedia Title TS, DBpedia Person Data 
TS, and DBLP TS) to get a URI. If this fails, a new query is formulated for the 
SINDICE25 Web service to locate the URI. After locating the URI of a resource, 
the LOD retrieval process dereferences that URI at the DBpedia server to get the 
respective resource RDF description. This RDF description is further passed to 
the Parser process. This process parses RDF description into triples and stored 
them locally. Then, the concept aggregation process is called to sort out the most 
important information aspect of the resource and in the end; the output is 
presented to the user. 

6.6.3 ‘Search within Properties’ Module 

This module lets the user search within all properties of a resource retrieved 
from the information retrieval module. If a user enters a search keyword the 

                                                 

25 http://sindice.com/ 
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synset extraction process queries wordnet26 to retrieve the synset of search term. 
This synset is passed to the query manager and for each word in the synset, it 
query the local triple store through the property locator process. The property 
locator process matches the keyword as substring in the retrieved property set. 
All matched properties are then extracted and presented to the user. 

6.7  Concluding Remarks 

The proposed keyword-based search mechanism has simplified the process of 
finding information from LOD by hiding underlying semantic logic. With the 
help of Concept Aggregation Framework, the information related to a resource 
(consisting of hundreds of properties) was structured in major and most relevant 
categories of informational aspects. This reduced the users’ cognitive load to 
find the required information. Keyword-URI locating technique was very 
helpful in identifying a particular resource from huge LOD repository. This 
work tries to bridge the gap between semantic search and the end user. By 
simplification to keyword based search we provide ease of use so that common 
web users can consume data from LOD. This type of search mechanism will 
increase the global discovery of knowledge by the common users and hence will 
increase diffusion. The preliminary evaluation of the systems has shown 
promising results and we plan to extend this application with the help of further 
users’ online evaluations. 

                                                 

26 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/ 
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Chapter 7: Summary and Outlook 

 

 

 

 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the research. It elaborates results and 
concludes the thesis. The future possible extensions to the work are then 
explained. 

7.1 Results and Discussions 

The scientific contributions in this thesis elucidate the potentials and challenges of 
open collaborative applications regarding the creation and diffusion of scientific 
codified knowledge. The thesis proposes solutions for many of these problems 
and also provides prototype implementations as proof of concept. A novel sub-
document tagging and content aggregation mechanism is proposed and 
implemented. A statistical analysis of citation and tagging data is provided. Novel 
multifaceted expertise mining and visualization application is developed and 
explained. An innovative keyword search mechanism for LOD is introduced and 
implemented for providing access to the common web users for the huge semantic 
resource. Moreover inspired by the open and collaborative trends of Web 2.0 and 
social software, this thesis suggests that Wikis, Blogs, Bookmarking and Tagging 
systems can provide an ecosystem of codified (scientific) knowledge creation and 
diffusion. In this ecosystem each application may act as an independent service. 
Such a resembling system was identified as EOL and compared with Wikipedia 
for its scientific value and other features. We proposed that the blogs or personal 
websites may replace scientific publications whereas the role of scientific journals 
may be assumed by the wiki environments where the reviewed content will be 
aggregated from diverse blogs or websites. Tagging and bookmarking will 
provide the indicators of popularity and hence the impact of scientific work. In 
order to become attractive to the scientific communities these open and 
collaborative applications need to be modified in a way which ensures credibility 
of content and popularity of the authors.  To this vision we contributed in 
following ways:  

ChaptChaptChaptChapterererer    
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This work proposed and provided a prototype implementation of new 
content aggregation and personalization features in Wikis. These two are 
explained in detail in chapter 3. In brief this work introduced a novel sub 
document level tagging called selection (or section) tagging. Selection tagging 
proposes that any content selected from web can be tagged and then latter 
aggregated using these tags into a dynamic wiki environment for further 
collaborative processing. The reuse of existing content in the form of copy-paste 
mechanisms in order to restructure and create new documents is applied by 
authors frequently. This typically requires a lot of effort and time. A prototype 
implementation of selection tagging is presented in a wiki environment ‘Austria 
Forum’ with personalization plug-in. The prototype is limited to select and tag a 
section within the wiki environment. The benefit of such an approach has been 
illustrated in the wiki system on the example of simplifying the editing process. 
We call this new approach section-tagging as it supports users to assign keywords 
and annotate sections of a wiki page which can later be aggregated in another 
dynamically created wiki page. It is implemented as separate plug-in. The plug-in 
mechanism allows server-side code to be referenced from within a wiki page. 
This code dynamically produces wiki content that can be included in the wiki 
page that refers to the plug-in. This rapid content integration into wiki and its 
restructuring will lower the barriers of content creation and restructuring in wiki 
along with the added personalization features. 

The second contribution of this work is to find empirical and analytical 
similarities of citation link structures with web based social tagging and 
bookmarking links and meta-data. Citations are mainly used as indicator of 
codified knowledge diffusion in scientific scholarship. Past research [Scharnhorst 
and Wouters, 2006][Day, 2008] recommends the encouragement of web based 
knowledge diffusion supplementary indicators along with citations. This is 
discussed in detail in chapter 4. This work explored that the citations have 
positive correlation with bookmark counts and the tag terms of a paper appear 
frequently in its citing titles. This work provides empirical evidence of similarities 
among citations and bookmarks. Hence the bookmark reputation of a scientific 
resource will bring value to its authors like the citations do. Further more we see 
that tag based recommendations of popular scientific resources can also be used 
for scientific articles to improve 'browsing experience’ just like references or 
citations do. We extracted the scientific paper specific tags based on author 
keywords from CiteULike for the whole set of accepted papers of WWW06 
conference. These tags are the hyperlinks (each tag has a unique URI in 
CiteULike) to the set of relevant papers in CiteULike. This approach of extending 
set of author keywords of a paper with the socially assigned tags also facilitated 
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serendipitous discovery of new evolving concepts and fields related to the 
resource in focus. 

The third contribution of this research is the multifaceted mechanism of 
automatically discovering potential reviewers or experts in a scientific knowledge 
system and their topical visualization. The prototype application implements an 
automated approach for measuring expertise profile in J. UCS database based on 
multiple metrics for measuring an overall expertise level. The ACM classification 
scheme is used in the prototype for classifying papers and reviewers. We used this 
topical classification due to its ready availability in the Journal system. The 
tagging classification or emergent semantics can also be used for topic clustering 
of resources. Facets can also be grouped from open bottom-up and conventional 
knowledge repositories which are now available on Linked Open Data cloud. In 
prototype application the multiple facets are represented by the following 
measurements: number of publications, number of citations received, extent and 
proportion of citations within a particular area, expert profile records, and 
experience. The topical classification hierarchy is visualized as a hyperbolic tree 
and currently assigned reviewers are listed for a selected node (computer science 
category). In addition, spiral visualization is used to overlay a ranked list of 
further potential reviewers (high-profile authors) around the currently selected 
category. This visualization can be used to initiate other type of collaborations 
too. 

The fourth and final contribution of this thesis is the proposed simplified 
search interface and keyword search mechanism for Linked Open Data which will 
remove the semantic query requirement. Furthermore, it presents the information 
in more logical aggregation hiding the semantic architecture. Such an interface 
will allow common web user to explore the world of LOD across multiple data 
sets hence enhancing global discovery which in turn will accelerate diffusion. The 
user evaluations have shown that the system was able to find required information 
and logical grouping was of great use for the users. The system scaled in accuracy 
with semi-automated systems like FreeBase [Latif et al, 2009]. 

The detailed architecture of the prototype application is presented in 
chapter 6. The simplification of semantic search to keyword search on LOD has 
two layers of simplification: 

1. A Concept Aggregation Framework which selects a set of properties 
related to a particular informational aspect of a resource type. This 
approach conceptualizes the most relevant information of a resource in an 
easily perceivable construct. 
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2. A two step keyword search process in order to hide the underlying 
Subject-Predicate-Object (SPO) logic. In the first step, users search for a 
keyword, and the system auto-suggests related entries to exactly specify 
the subject. Then, information related to that subject is structured using the 
aggregation framework. Furthermore, to avoid searching a specific 
property (Predicate) of the selected Subject by its name, a keyword based 
‘search within’ facility is provided where the specified keyword is mapped 
to a certain property or set of properties.  

Concluding the above discussion, the thesis makes contributions broadly in four 
areas which are: 

• Collaborative knowledge creation and its diffusion in Wikis 
• Tagging and bookmarks as measures of diffusion: The thesis 
analyses the potential of the tagging and bookmarking metadata resources 
for the study of knowledge diffusion by finding its empirical relationship 
and similarities with citation (an established indicator of knowledge 
diffusion) 
• Automatically finding experts or reviewers: Multifaceted Expertise 
mining in scientific repositories and their topical visualization 
• Global Discovery: by providing user friendly keyword search web 
interface for semantic data sets in LOD 

7.2 Future Prospects 

“Imagine a database of research in which new findings are not published in papers 
that are put into volumes, but appended in various places to a single, 
collaboratively-managed outline of knowledge. It seems that such collaborative 
resources might indeed change how journalists and researchers find their sources, 
and textbooks or their future equivalents might well be parts of such systems. This 
is pure speculation, but it does seem possible” [Sanger, 2009]. 

The dissertation explored the potentials of collaborative and social 
evolutions of the new Web applications in line with the above mentioned vision. 
The thesis proposed and implemented solutions to the challenges that impede the 
course of efficient diffusion and creation of scientific knowledge in such 
applications. Due to the time constraint of the research thesis the exhaustive 
solutions to the challenges were not possible only the prototype implementations 
were provided. The future extensions of this research may bring more clarity and 
objectivity to the diffusion of scientific knowledge on the Web. 
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The innovative new idea of ‘using simplified keyword search interface 
across distributed databases of LOD and hiding the semantic details’ can serve as 
a basis for further research. The automatic ontology integration strategies for the 
back end data processing and URI mining techniques will gain the focus in the 
future research of this work. Moreover, the content coalescing and its more user-
friendly presentations will also be a rich aspect of research.  

Also further investigations can be carried out on the novel idea of 
‘selection tagging’. As described earlier in chapter 4 the section-tagging approach 
can be extended to arbitrary Web resources and is called ‘selection tagging’. This 
can be implemented as browser plug-in in future which will gather the tagged 
snippets of content selected from the Web in a dynamic wiki page as a Web based 
service. The interesting aspects of this research will be: 

• Sharing of sub-document tags between users, i.e. not only a 
personalized selection-tag cloud should be generated but also a global one 
with tags from all users. This then may be compared with the normal 
document tagging.  
• The relationship of such tags with the extracted text snippets will 
also be a topic of future research. 
• The tempting directions of research on global sub-document tag 
clouds will be the tag and snippets selection strategy in the case that there 
are numerous text snippets tagged by a particular tag. A collaborative 
filtering approach taking into the account the user profiles might be 
needed to limit the snippets only to those that are most relevant. 
• Future extension of this research may explore the use of these tags 
as they are expected to be more helpful in search and emergent semantic 
mechanisms. 

At the end, while concluding, it can be said that the open, collaborative, 
participatory and socio-semantic trends of the new Web applications hold great 
potential for rapid diffusion of scientific knowledge and hence can increase the 
growth of science. However, it will remain to be seen if such systems will be able 
to tempt the scientists and researchers in large or conventional systems of 
publishing and knowledge diffusion will remain their major interest. 
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